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“May the God of endurance and encouragement grant you to live in such harmony with one 
another, in accord with Christ Jesus, that together you may with one voice glorify the God 

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.” – –
Romans 15:5-6 ESV

Summer bring images to mind of picnics on the lawn, concerts in the park, dining on the 
back deck and evening light until 9pm. Summer brings people together more than any 

other season. Lake swims. Backyard BBQs. Road Trips. Summer rejuvenates community 
and it’s something that I look forward to all year long.

Growing up, the 4th of July, that celebrates the United State’s Independence Day was 
always my favorite holiday. My hometown of Mt. Shasta holds their biggest event of 

the year on the 4th. A 2 mile stroll through downtown where there is entertainment set 
up along the street and a 5 mile race, where runners hope to win top medals or prizes 
sponsored by local businesses. Our walk was followed by a parade down main street, 

then home for burgers, salads, and watermelon. My parents, sisters and friends would 
then sometimes play a game of croquet in the yard, or head to Lake Siskiyou to go 

swimming. In the evening, after dinner, we would have homemade flag cake (chocolate 
cake with a cream cheese frosting and the American flag drawn out with strawberries 
and blueberries) and head to the lakeside or golf resort to meet up with other families 

and friends to watch the fireworks explode overhead. We would spend all day together 
outside in the warm sunshine, enjoying each others company, and bonding over family 

traditions. These types of gatherings are ones I hope to have all season.  

With the opportunities for creating community that summer weather and school 
breaks bring, we also have the opportunity to glorify God together and practice living 
in harmony with each other like Paul talks about in the verse above. Let your summer 

activities speak for more than just rest and relaxation. With God’s endurance and 
encouragement, let those activities deepen your connection with family, expand your 
circle of friends, and build harmony in your community and in it all be glorifying God. 
While you’re at it, let some of the articles in this issue inspire you. Heather Ricks talks 

about how to engage your community with a prayer walk. Greg Whyte talks about what 
it really means to turn the other cheek or go the extra mile. Brandon Hurlbert talks about 
making God known through how we live, and Bethany Wagner talks about how to move 

spiritual truths from our head to our heart. 
May God bless your time with him and your time together.  
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IN PURSUIT 
eINTIMACY

 
CULTIVATING OUR RELATIONSHIP 

WITH GOD THROUGH PRAYER           

J HANNAH HELMS

Photo © MOTOKI Plasticboystudio | Flickr Creative Commons
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y earliest memories of praying are centered 
around the dinner table when I was a little girl. 
Our family had a nightly ritual of clasping one 

another’s hands, swinging our arms up and down 
and praying “The Lord is Good to Me” in sing-song 
rhythm before each meal. It was a blessing designed 
just for us children. 

As we got older, our prayers evolved to include a 
more formal blessing for the dinner meal and a 
pre-bedtime prayer for our family. The words were 
the same each time, the cadence and inflection 
measured and predictable. This type of prayer was 
familiar to me–I was raised in the Catholic Church, 
and most of the prayers I prayed were pre-written, 
scripted out and easy to memorize and follow.

As I became older and moved away from my Catho-
lic roots toward the Evangelical church, the scripted 
prayers were pushed to the background in favor of 
original, spur-of-the-moment type prayers. Emotion 
became a driving force in the way that I prayed–it 
seemed that the effectiveness of my prayers was 
bound to how much I felt as I prayed. 

In the past few years, however, the amount of cre-
ativity that I have to devote to praying has dwindled. I 
am juggling a marriage, a job, and two children under 
three years of age. My emotional reserves are sapped, 
and my prayers have suffered as a result.

“Prayer is 
CONVERSING, 

communicating with 
God. When we pray we 
TALK to God, aloud or 
within our thoughts.”

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

It is fitting, then, that I am tackling the spiritual dis-
cipline of prayer for this installment of our series on 
spiritual practices. Dallas Willard asserts in his book 
The Spirit of the Disciplines that in the most basic sense, 
“prayer is conversing, communicating with God. 
When we pray we talk to God, aloud or within our 
thoughts.” 

It seems odd that I would need to train myself to have 
a conversation with someone–I like talking to people 
and consider myself a good communicator. It should 
be easy to talk to God–after all, he is available 24/7.

And yet, even in my closest human relationship–my 
marriage–I’ve had to practice how to communicate. 
Learning to express myself so that I am understood, 
and making time to connect with my husband (espe-
cially since we both work and have two little ones to 
manage), requires me to carve out time and give voice 
to the thoughts running around in my head. 

M
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The issue in my prayer life, then, is my own willing-
ness and ability to put forth the time and the effort to 
engage in the conversation. 

Given my current lack of creativity and the general 
exhaustion that I face as a working parent, it’s easy to 
be discouraged by this idea. Richard J. Foster offers 
encouragement in his book Celebration of Discipline, 
and states, “but rather than flagellating ourselves 
for our obvious lack, we should remember that God 
always meets us where we are and slowly moves us 
along into deeper things.”

I am at the place where I simply need prayer to be 
a regular habit. In this way, the discipline of prayer 
looks more like regularly scheduled times to engage 
in conversation with God, than a heartfelt outpouring 
whenever my emotions kick in.

The life of Jesus clearly demonstrates the habitual 
nature of prayer. In Mark 1:35, we see Jesus begin-
ning his day with prayer — “Now in the morning, 
having risen a long while before daylight, he went 
out and departed to a solitary place; and there he 
prayed” — and then, in Luke 6:12, he “continued all 
night in prayer to God.”

In an effort to follow after the life of Christ and 
to foster the habit of regular prayer, the Catholic 
Church developed something called the Liturgy of 

the Hours. According to saintmeinrad.org, “The Litur-
gy of the Hours has its origins in the three-part daily 
prayer of classical Judaism. From the time of the 
Exodus, faithful Jews offered morning and evening 
prayers and sacrifice.” In this prayer model, prayer 
is scheduled at particular times throughout the day 
during which one can stop, enter into conversation 
with God and prayerfully read through Scripture.

With this in mind, I’ve started praying a simplified 
Liturgy of the Hours. With the help of the Church of 
England’s Daily Prayer smartphone app, I am incor-
porating scheduled prayer into my day. The app in-
cludes prayer for morning, evening, and night, which 
corresponds with the times that I nurse my youngest 
daughter. Now, instead of browsing Facebook or 
posting to Pinterest I am able to pray through Scrip-
ture and pre-composed prayers, thus incorporating 
regular conversation into my relationship with God. 

There is comfort in the regularity of this conversa-
tion. And in moments when I am moved to thank God 
or ask God for help outside of these regular times, I 
pray in my own words. I have noticed, however, that 
this type of prayer seems to increase with the habit 
of my scheduled daily prayers. I am excited to see 
how my conversations with God continue to grow. 
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Suggestions for Practice: 

Take a moment each day to notice something that 
you feel thankful for, and then express your grati-
tude to God in your own words. 

If you want to pray in your own words but struggle 
to do it on a daily basis, set several reminders to pray 
throughout the day using an alarm, your watch, or 
your smartphone to remind you to pray.

If you want to incorporate regular structured prayer 
into your day like I am doing, there are several 
smartphone apps designed around the Liturgy of 
the Hours. Download one of these and use it to pray 
during regularly scheduled times throughout the day.

You can also print out a selection of three prayers 
- morning, noon, and night, and intentionally pray 
them each day.

Remember, in all of this, the goal is to become accus-
tomed to talking to God on a regular basis. 

Hannah Helms
Hannah Helms grew up in the rural mountain town of Mt. 
Shasta, California. After she left to pursue her education at 
the University of Portland, she spent several years enjoying 
the rain and microbreweries of the Pacific Northwest. Now 
a hospice social worker in her hometown, she lives with her 
husband and their growing family. She has written for The 
Junia Project, and occasionally blogs at hannahjanehelms.

wordpress.com.

4
The issue in my 

prayer life is my 
own willingness 

and ability to put 
forth the time 

and the effort to 
engage in the 
conversation. 

4
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FILMS YOU 
DIDN’T KNOW 

HAD 
CHRISTIAN 

THEMES

etflix binging will no doubt accompany many 
summer vacations, but who says that much 
couch time can’t have a little substance? From 

lesser known Indie flicks to Hollywood’s most suc-
cessful Blockbusters, many movies unexpectedly 
point to God’s grace and redemption. Check out these 
five films, available on Netflix, Amazon, or your local 
video store, that might be more spiritual than you 
think.

FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT
Bella (2006)
PG-13 | Drama

Alejandro Monteverde
José (Eduardo Veráste-
gui) was a rising, in-
ternational soccer star 
on his way to sign a 
multi-million dollar con-

N

5

LIVE

Images designed by Freepik

J LINDSEY A. FREDERICK
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5
FOR THE KIDS 
(AND MAYBE 
MOM AND DAD 
TOO)
Frozen (2013)
PG | Animation, 
Adventure
Chris Bruck and 
Jennifer Lee

Haunted by guilt 
and shame, the new-
ly-crowned Queen Elsa 
isolates herself in a tow-
er, trying to suppress 
her magical power to create ice and snow—an ability 
which nearly killed her younger sister, Anna, in a 
childhood accident. As Elsa’s self-loathing builds, she 
loses control of her magic, avalanching her kingdom 
into an eternal winter. Elsa fears she is a monster, 
beyond help or hope, and pushes away anyone who 
loves her as a way to both punish and atone for her 
past mistakes.

Fearless and optimistic Anna sets off on a journey 
to save her kingdom and help Elsa at any cost. Anna 
scales mountains and struggles against magic to 
prove to her sister that no one is beyond redemption, 
and that true love means willingness to sacrifice 
everything.

tract when a terrible accident landed him in prison 
and ended his career. Now a cook at his brother’s 
restaurant, he befriends Nina (Tammy Blanchard), a 
beautiful waitress struggling to make it in New York 
City. When Nina discovers she’s pregnant and left to 
raise the child alone, she faces a difficult decision. 

Bella follows the pair as they wander the streets of 
New York City, contemplating the value of life and 
the importance of supportive relationships. José in-
troduces Nina to his family, showing her that support 
and unconditional love can help her through life’s 
most difficult challenges. As he helps Nina embrace 
her future, José is finally able to confront his past, 
and he makes an important decision that forever 
links their lives.

Bella gently addresses the issues of life, choice, and 
adoption through a story of healing and atonement. It 
is a picture of, as one reviewer calls it, “true love that 
goes beyond romance,” and God’s promise in Romans 
8:28 that he “causes everything to work together for 
the good of those who love God and are called accord-
ing to his purpose for them” (NLT).

Author’s Note: Get ready for some meaningful, 
post-movie discussion.
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Frozen departs from the typical “True Love’s Kiss” 
theme of fairytales. Instead, it demonstrates the kind 
of selfless, unconditional love spoken of in the Bible’s 
first Book of John, “There is no fear in love, but per-
fect love casts out fear” (4:18), and parallels the story 
of Jesus, in which he sacrificed his own life to save a 
broken and helpless people.

Author’s Note: Every Christian is talking about how 
Christian this movie is. Let It Go.

PARLE VOUS FRANCES?
The Intouchables (2011)
R | Biography, Comedy, Drama
Olivier Nakache and Eric Toledano

Phillipe (François Cluzet) 
is a wealthy quadriple-
gic, interviewing candi-
dates to be his full-time 
caretaker, when Driss 
(Omar Sy), a young, ex-
con from the projects, 
shows up. Driss dis-
misses the interview. He 
asks Phillipe to sign his 
unemployment papers to 
prove he is seeking a job 
in order to keep his ben-
efits. Phillipe is intrigued 

by Driss’s disregard for Phillipe’s social standing and 
lack of sympathy for his disability, and hires him 
from the pool of more qualified applicants.

The Intouchables tells the true story of the growing 
bond between two men, who have been pushed to the 
margins of society: Phillipe is deemed irreparable be-
cause of his circumstances, and Driss, irredeemable, 
through his choices. The two influence and challenge 
each other in ways that allow them to grow beyond 
their societal labels and self-protective bubbles. 
Phillipe’s principles and perspective slowly infiltrate 
Driss’s fatalistic attitude. Driss’s brash, emboldened 
nature challenges Phillipe to confront his fears and 
shortcomings.

The movie illustrates the transformative and healing 
power of compassion and acceptance, and what can 
happen when we love those not like us, bless who 
might harm us, and care for those in need both physi-
cally and emotionally (Matthew 25:40). 

Author’s Note: You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll barely 
notice the subtitles.
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IS THIS REAL 
LIFE?
Catfish: The Movie (2010)
PG-13 | Documentary
Ariel Schulman and 
Henry Joost

When New York pho-
tographer, Yaniv (Nev) 
Schulman, receives a 
painting from a young 
girl named Abby, de-
picting one of his pho-
tographs, he strikes up 
an online friendship. 
Intrigued by the art-inspired correspondence, Nev 
develops online relationships with the rest of Abby’s 
family, whom he playfully refers to as “The Facebook 
Family.” His correspondence with Abby’s older sister, 
Megan, turns romantic. But as her story unfolds, Nev 
discovers troubling inconsistencies that lead him on a 
road trip to her doorstep to find out who she really is.

Catfish is a documentary capturing the online phe-
nomenon of long-distance relationships built on false 
identities. Nev’s approachability and genuine interest 
in “The Facebook Family” is captivating, and trumped 
only by his gentle and compassionate confrontation 
of his deceiver. In 2012, MTV developed the spinoff 
Catfish: The TV Show, in which Nev helps people 

confront their online offenders and reconcile rela-
tionships. Catfish is a real-life, relatable illustration 
of grace, and what Jesus meant when he taught us to 
“forgive those who sin against us” (Matthew 6:12).

Author’s Note: It’s liberty and restorative justice for 
all.

COMEDY MEETS GOD
Bruce Almighty (2003)
PG-13 | Comedy, Drama, Fantasy
Tom Shadyac

Bruce Nolan (Jim Carrey) seems to have it all: a 
successful career as a local television reporter and 
a happy, long-term relationship with his beautiful 
girlfriend, Grace (Jenni-
fer Aniston). But Bruce 
wants more. When he 
gets passed over for his 
dream promotion to an-
chorman, his discontent 
boils over on camera, 
and he loses his job. 

Bruce rages against 
God, accusing him of 
neglecting his duties 
and seeking pleasure 
in Bruce’s misfortune. 
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God (Morgan Freeman) appears to Bruce and endows 
him with his powers, challenging him to “do better.” 
As Bruce takes on the role of God, he uses his new 
powers to satisfy himself, only to discover that being 
The Man In Charge is more difficult than he thought. 
His self-indulgence costs him what he desires most: 
Grace. And he learns the difficult truth of free will 
when he cannot, even with God’s power, make her 
love him. 

Bruce Almighty is not a theological masterpiece. 
Rather, it’s a fundamental lesson of God’s presence 
in our lives, and a tongue-and-cheek exposition of us 
all, in our infancy of faith. It smashes the idea of God 
as “Genie in a Bible” and teaches that God is loving, 
desires for us to care for those in our lives, and is al-
ways “near to all who call on him” (Psalm 145:18). As 
Bruce discovers, true satisfaction is found in grati-
tude, selfless love, and abounding grace.

Author’s Note: It’s funny. It’s heartfelt. It’s B-E-A-
UTIFUL.

Lindsey A. Frederick
Lindsey A. Frederick is a communications manager in 
the Washington DC area and writes frequently about 

life, art, and faith. You can follow her on Twitter 
@la_frederick or on Facebook @ /lindseyafrederick

x MAKE HIM 
KNOWN

THE LAW, THE MISSION, AND THE CHRISTIAN

J BRANDON HURLBERT

NOT FEELING 
THESE TITLES?

Here are five more 
films to explore.

BABETTE’S FEAST (1987(
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (1997(
AMAZING GRACE (2006(

SPIDERMAN 3 (2007(
MAN OF STEEL (2013(
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hat is your view of the Law of the Old Tes-
tament? Do’s and Don’ts? Strict adherence 
to the Ten Commandments? An overbear-

ing family member? If it is, then you might find the 
notion of Christian obligation to be a burden. This 
Law is crushing down upon you, and you might feel 
the need to work very hard to keep all of its demands. 
You may also think that in the Old Testament, the 
Law which is better known as the Torah and includes 
the first five books of the Bible, is something out of 
date and redundant–  the very thing you were freed 
from when you accepted Christ. Many people think 
that the Torah has no bearing on their life because 
now, in Christ, they have received grace. Some may 
even be so bold to suggest that what we do doesn’t 
matter since we now have grace. Yet, is this the case? 
Are we really free from the Torah and obligations 
as Christians? Does it really matter what we do as 
Christians? What is interesting is that we find it 
difficult to feel the intense and burning passion of 
the Psalmist as he says, “Oh how I love your law! It 
is my meditation all the day” (Psalms 119:97). Here, I 
hope to dispel the false idea that as Christians we are 
not called to follow the Old Testament Law, and more 
positively, that as Christians we are called to fulfill 
the Law by the Spirit and live a life that displays the 
beauty of God to the world.

To begin, we must properly understand the Old 
Testament Law as it was given. As Christians living 

in the 21st century, we are miles and millennia away 
from the historical context of the Torah. We have the 
tendency to view the Law as just that, a law–a list of 
do’s and don’t’s that govern the way we live in a par-
ticular society. Yet, just as some of our laws and cus-
toms don’t make sense to societies around the world, 
or even our colonial forefathers, neither do the laws 
and customs of the 2nd millennium BCE make sense 
to us. The Torah, which is better translated as “in-
struction”, was not particularly designed to construct 
a list of do’s and don’t’s to govern the way one would 
live in a particular society. Instead, the main purpose 
of the Law was chiefly to reveal the character of the 
Law giver. If the law commanded that one should not 
mistreat or act unkindly to the downtrodden and op-
pressed (Ex. 22:22- 23), it would have communicated 
that the Lawgiver was compassionate and valued the 
widows and orphans. God, as the same Lawgiver, 
reveals through the Law that he is compassionate and 
values the widows and orphans of our world.

Another purpose of the Old Testament law was to 
create boundaries or guidelines for God’s people. It 
wasn’t a strict list of rules, but a complex guide that 
served every area of life. For example, the purpose of 
the many laws regarding punishment simply shows 
the extent of justice. In other words, it would show 
the extent that one was allowed to punish wrong-
doing. The often quoted verse, “Eye for an Eye” 
(Ex. 21:24) was not communicating a hard and fast 

W
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rule. Instead, it sought to limit unjust retribution: a 
beheading for a slap. Furthermore, those seeming-
ly harsh commands that called for the death of the 
Law breaker (Ex. 21:12,15,16,17) communicated the 
extent of justice. Yet, the harshness of the command 
may be softened by a better translation: he may  be 
put to death. In the Torah, there was always room for 
mercy and grace. There are actually few cases where 
the death penalty was used for a law breaker in the 
Old Testament. Here, one can see that the spirit of 
the Law, the underlying intent behind the law, was 
what was designed to be followed. In the instance 
above, God’s people were to act justly. Again, these 

commandments were not designed to create a sort 
of social contract for society, instead they created a 
covenant relationship between the Lawgiver and his 
people.

God had quite a different purpose for the Law than 
we might think. What must be noted is that the Torah 
was given to the people of God. The receiving of the 
law and the fulfillment of it was not about s alvation. 
It wasn’t about “getting in.” Israel’s redemption came 
when God rescued them from slavery by the Exo-
dus. That was salvation for Israel. The Torah was 
for Israel’s sanctification,  or better said, it was about 
shaping the people of God into the image of God 
himself. “Now therefore, if you will indeed obey my 
voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my trea-
sured possession among all peoples, for all the earth 
is mine; and you shall be to me a kingdom of priests 
and a holy nation. These are the words that you shall 
speak to the people of Israel” (Exodus 19:5 -6). The 
purpose of the Torah as instruction was primarily to 
create a community of faith that would proclaim the 
character and person of God to the nations. Thus, the 
instruction of the Lord contained a missional aspect 
as well as an ethical one. W. Ross Blackburn’s T he 
God Who Makes Himself Known  makes this very point, 
“The missionary impulse behind the law becomes 
clear–Israel is set apart that she might, in imitation 
of the Lord himself, live in such a manner that she 
faithfully represents him to the nations.” (Blackburn 

We have the 
TENDENCY to JUST 

view the Old Testament 
Law as a list of do’s and 
don’t’s that GOVERN 
the way we live in a 
particular society.
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102.) God’s purpose in giving the law to Israel was to 
create a kingdom of priests. Priests were dual repre-
sentatives as they mediated both the people to God 
and God to the people. Israel was created to represent 
God—the kind and gracious God who created the 
heavens and the earth and also redeemed his people 
from slavery—to the nations in order that they might 
come to know that same God.

In summary, the Torah is instruction. It reveals God 
for who he actually is and not just who we think he 
is. Who is God? He himself answers, “The Lord, the 
Lord, a God merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and 
abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness, keep-
ing steadfast love for thousands, forgiving iniquity 
and transgression and sin, but who will by no means 
clear the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on 
the children and the children’s children, to the third 
and the fourth generation” (Exodus 34:6 -7). Here we 
see the very heart of God: He is merciful and gra-
cious, yet also just. In the Torah we also understand 
the obligations that come with being the people of 
God: “You shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am 
holy” (Leviticus 19:2). This holiness is commanded 
for God’s people must reflect and imitate their God. In 
doing so, they become the light to the nations; in ful-
filling the law they become missionaries to a broken 
world.

Unfortunately, Israel did not fulfill this missionary 
purpose. They continually rejected the Lawgiver 
and followed after other false gods. They became 
in need of redemption themselves, and no amount 
of haphazard attempts to follow the law would 
work. If they would not seek after the Law, then 
the Law would seek after them. Jesus picks up the 
mission of God to make his name known to the 
world and comes to his own people. In the gospel 
of John, he is described as the Word of God, who 
makes the Father known (John 1:1 -18). It is in Jesus 
that we, as the people of God, receive the clearest 
picture of who God is. Through his life and work 
on the cross we see God as he is: “merciful and 
gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast 
love and faithfulness, keeping steadfast love for 
thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression 
and sin, but who will by no means clear the guilty” 
(Ex 34:6- 7). The Father displays both his infinite 
grace and his justice as Jesus suffers the conse-
quences for our failure to represent God as holy, 
and he graciously forgives and reconciles us to the 
Father.

Now that we are in Christ and reconciled to God, 
what is our relationship to the Law and the mission 
of God to make his name known? Are we to keep 
on sinning because of the grace we have received? 
Paul says “No way!” (Romans 6:2). The New Testa-
ment does not separate the church’s mission from 
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that of Israel’s. Instead, the people of God united in 
Christ are called to participate in that same mission. 
Jesus calls us to “Go therefore and make disciples of 
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Fa-
ther and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching 
them to observe all that I have commanded you. And 
behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age” 
(Matthew 28:19 -20). The process of making disci-
ples (and being made into a disciple ourselves) is the 
same process of being transformed into the image of 
Christ (2 Corinthians 3:15 -18, Rom 8:29). Further-
more, Peter picks up the mission stated in Exodus 
and appropriates it to the Church. “But you are a cho-
sen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people 
for his own possession, that you may proclaim the 
excellencies of him who called you out of darkness 
into his marvelous light. Once you were not a peo-
ple, but now you are God’s people; once you had not 
received mercy, but now you have received mercy” 
(1 Peter 2:9-10). Here, the Church is called to partici-
pate in God’s mission as that same royal kingdom of 
priests that Israel was called to be.

The mission of God to make his name known has 
flowed through the law to Israel, but there it was 
hindered when sin took hold of the law and used it 
to condemn Israel (Rom. 7:7 -12). Jesus came as the 
fulfillment of the Law, that is to say, as the one who 
makes God the Father known without the obstruction 
of sin. In Jesus, God condemned sin and he set us free 

4 
The process of 

making disciples (and 
being made into a 

disciple ourselves) is 
the same process of 
being transformed 
into the image of 

Christ.
4
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We PARTICIPATE in the mission of God to make 
himself known to the world by living a HOLY life 

that REFLECTS the very nature of God. 

so that we are now able to fulfill the mission of God. 
Looking back at that missional calling found in 1 Pe-
ter, the verses following clarify h ow  we are to fulfill 
that calling. “Beloved, I urge  you as sojourners and 
exiles to abstain from the passions of the flesh, which 
wage war against your soul. Keep your conduct 
among the Gentiles honorable, so that when they 
speak against you as evildoers, they may see your 
good deeds and glorify God on the day of visitation” 
(1 Peter 2:9- 12). The author is calling his readers to 
live a holy life s o that the world may see and glorify God. 
These verses not only declare to us what the mission 
is, but call us to participate in it. We participate in the 
mission of God to make himself known to the world 
by living a holy life that reflects the very nature of 
God.

The mission of God will be finally accomplished when 
Jesus returns again as King of his creation. Unlike a 
status you achieve or a trophy you can put on your 
shelf, the mission of God is a lifelong calling to con-
tinually be holy as God is holy. You may right now be 
feeling a growing sense of burden and dread as you 
think about the lists and lists of things you need to do 
to get your life on track to participate in this mission. 
Others of you might be feeling despair, for you be-
lieve that you are not even capable of participating in 
this mission. Yet, brothers and sisters, the mission of 
God is not fueled by our own strength. Who reached 
out to us first? Who revealed himself through his 
Word and through his Son? That same God does not 
leave us without hope; He leaves us with the Spirit. 
Romans 8 gives us a wonderful picture of what life 
in the Spirit is like. In short, the Spirit empowers us 
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because of grace that we are even able to attempt this 
participation. God has been on a mission since the 
beginning, and now, wherever you find yourself, he 
is calling you to join the mission. We get to participate 
in that mission by proclaiming who God is with our 
words and also with our lives. Yet we are not without 
an example and a guide:

“Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a 
cloud of witnesses, let us also lay aside every weight, 
and sin which clings so closely, and let us run with 
endurance the race that is set before us, looking to 
Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our faith, who for 
the joy that was set before him endured the cross, 
despising the shame, and is seated at the right hand 
of the throne of God” (Hebrews 12:1 2).

to live the Christian life. The problem that Israel 
encountered was that they were trying to fulfill the 
Law without the Spirit. But, this is not our prob-
lem, for Jesus left us with the Spirit (John 16:1 -14). 
If you feel burdened under the law, the Spirit will 
remind you that Jesus’ instruction is light and easy 
(Matthew 11:30). If you feel like you are not capable 
of participating in the mission of God, the Spirit 
will strengthen your hands for the work. The Spirit 
will comfort you, guide you, reassure you, love you, 
illuminate God’s word to you, direct you, and even 
pray for you. “But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you 
will not gratify the desires of the flesh” (Galatians 
5:16). If we live life in the Spirit we will fulfill the 
Law and proclaim the majesty of God to our world.

So does it matter what you do? Are we still under 
the Law? Of course! But no longer is this a bur-
den, but our joy. As the people of God charged to 
declare the glory of God we are obligated to live 
a holy life. This doesn’t mean we can’t eat bacon, 
work on Saturdays, or wear clothes of two differ-
ent materials (Leviticus 11:7; 19:19; Exodus 20:8). 
No, by the Spirit, we are able to fulfill the spirit 
of the Law  –the underlying intention behind the 
law–which can be summed up in the word’s of 
Jesus: Love God; Love Others (Mark 12:29 -31). This 
obligation should not lead to despair when we fail 
to represent God well with our actions. Just like in 
the Torah, there is always grace and mercy; it is 

Brandon Hurlbert
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he word anointed sounds super strange. It’s not 
an ordinary word that we use today. In fact, 
outside of church, it is hardly ever said. It kind 

of sounds like ointment and kind of sounds like ap-
pointed. Actually, anointed is kind of related to both 
of these words although they are not connected on 
the language level. Although the word isn’t used in 
everyday language, today it is important to those who 
are Christ followers.

Anointed is related to ointment because when some-
one was anointed in biblical times they were smeared 
with oil. This is what the word literally means. To 
anoint someone was to take olive oil and pour it on 
their head. It sounds foolish to us but anointing some-
one with oil was a sign of honor. This was a common 
practice in the ancient Near East (Ecclesiastes 9:8) 
and anointing a guest with oil was a standard act of 
hospitality. Being in the dry arid climate, oil helped to 
moisturize the skin and hair. 

Anointed sounds like appointed and to anoint some-
one also meant to appoint them to a sacred or divine 
office. In the Bible, kings and priests were anointed 
with oil (Exodus 29:7, 1 Samuel 16:13, 2 Kings 9:6) 
This was a sign of God’s empowerment and blessing. 
Anointing someone was an act that declared God’s fa-
vor on them. Anointing was also tied to the presence 
of the Holy Spirit. When David was anointed the Holy 
Spirit came upon him. 

Christians are basically anointed because they follow 
the anointed one–Christ (1 John 2:20) and are filled 
with the Holy Spirit. The Hebrew term for Christ 
is Messiah which means anointed one. Jesus was 
anointed by God with the Holy Spirit and that’s how 
he performed miracles and dispensed wisdom while 
he was on earth (Acts 10:38). Jesus receives the high-
est honor as the one who died on the cross for the 
sins of the world and rose from the dead. He fulfilled 
all the expectations of a king and a priest. It’s Jesus 
who has special favor from God. He is the one who 
is chosen and empowered by the Holy Spirit. Those 
who are in relationship with Christ receive that same 
special favor and empowerment. Every Christian 
is anointed and they don’t even need oil they have a 
relationship with Christ and are set apart by the Holy 
Spirit.

T
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ave you ever heard of a prayer walk? Or have 
you ever heard someone talk about going on a 
prayer walk, but had no idea what that was? You 

are not alone. Many Christians don’t know what a 
prayer walk is, and it sounds so simple that it’s hard 
to ask for an explanation. Insecurities of how we 
are perceived ask, “Wouldn’t it just be praying while 
walking?” yet that doesn’t seem like it can possibly 
be the whole answer. The technical answer is that it 
is in fact praying while walking; but let’s break down 
what a prayer walk is, why you might want to do one, 
and how to go about it.

What is a prayer walk? A prayer walk is a time set 
aside by a person or a group of people to walk in a 
specific area and pray. Prayers may be focused on a 
certain topic, area, idea, or it could just be whatever 
God places on the hearts of the participants.

Why do a prayer walk? The Bible tells us that prayer 
prepares our heart (1 Peter 3:15), prepares us for 
spiritual battles (Ephesians 6:10-18), restores us (Job 
33:26), helps us persevere (Luke 21:36), and both 
gives us forgiveness and helps us forgive (Mark 
11:25). We are called to pray without ceasing (1 Thes-
salonians 5:16-18), and to be witnesses of God to the 
world (Matthew 28:19-20). These are the reasons we 
pray, and many of them are excellent reasons to do a 
prayer walk.

What are the benefits of a prayer walk? Prayer walks 
may not always seem immediately beneficial. Fre-
quently prayer walks are one small, silent piece of a 
larger puzzle. God sometimes reveals his will to us 
slowly and through many interactions. There are 
times he speaks in one big burst, but frequently he 
is a quiet voice over time. You will find that prayer 
walks might bring peace to your heart, inspira-
tion for ways to reach people, or a broken heart for 
something or someone you’d never even notice on 
a normal day. Prayer walks are powerful tools for 
connecting to God and serving your community. 
These benefits may take you time and more prayer 
to discover, so be patient. Sometimes the prayer walk 
does more work on you than you realize. You may 
start to see some of the revelations God is giving 
you from your time with him several days after the 
prayer walk. Know that even though a prayer walk 
is focused on the world around you, God will also use 
it to work on your own heart. Like all prayer, prayer 
walks will affect you internally as much as your 
prayers affect the world around you as God wills.

How do you do a prayer walk? That depends on why 
God is putting one on your heart. Maybe you just 
feel the need to pray in your neighborhood, maybe 
God has put your campus on your radar, maybe you 
feel God telling you to gather others and cover all the 
streets in town… There is no one-way to do a prayer 
walk. 

H
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I’ll give you two examples of how a prayer walk 
might look, then I’ll give you some action steps to fol-
low when planning or leading a prayer walk.

Example 1 is an individual prayer walk: Jeff feels like 
God is calling him to do a prayer walk around his 
classrooms on campus. He has been hearing the song 
Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) in church and 
on the radio and thinks this is a song God is put-
ting on his heart for the walk. He decides to go for a 
prayer walk on Tuesday during his afternoon break 
and puts the song on repeat on his iPod. He doesn’t 
sing aloud, just hums quietly to himself as he walks 
to each room and prays silently by the door for the 
classes that will take place there, the students, and 
the teachers.

Example 2 is a group prayer walk: Sara feels like 
God is calling her to lead a group prayer walk in the 
downtown area of her city. She decides to invite the 
6 women in her small group to join her next Saturday 
at 9am-10am for a prayer walk in downtown, and 4 of 
them can come. She chooses Psalm 51:10-12 as their 
focus as they pray for renewal in their own hearts 
and in town. When they pray for renewal, they mean 
a passionate fire to share their faith with friends and 
neighbors, and that people would come to know God 
in the area. They complete the hour-long walk she 
had planned, and 2 women need to leave, 2 others 
would like to keep going. Sara is able to stay with 

the 2 who want to continue, and they end up prayer 
walking until 11am. 

Here are those action steps for 
planning a prayer walk:

PICK A TIME 
AND LOCATION

Choose the start and end locations for your walk. 
These may be the same place, or miles apart, but it’s 
good to know where you plan to walk ahead of time. 
Choose the time of day too, especially if you are invit-
ing anyone. If you are a student, this might be your 
campus. If you are in a career, maybe it’s around your 
office or a neighborhood. A prayer walk can happen 
literally anywhere and anytime, so you could even do 
an impromptu one by yourself on a lunch or study 
break. 

DECIDE WHAT 
YOUR TIMELINE IS

Put a time limit on it, so that you or the people you in-
vite know how long the prayer walk will run. Recog-
nize that you may go over and that people may need 
to leave at the time you originally said was the cutoff. 
This is not disrespecting you or God, they just have 
other obligations as well.
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INVITE ANYONE YOU 
FEEL LED TO

You may not feel led by God to ask anyone to join you, 
but if you do then follow through on that. Make sure 
they know why you are asking them to join you, but 
don’t pressure them to join. Not everyone is comfort-
able with this type of worship, so keep that in mind.

 CHOOSE A SCRIPTURE OR 
CHAPTER TO MEDITATE ON

You may not feel immediately surrounded by the 
Holy Spirit (or at all) during your prayer walk. If you 
are with a group, there will be times during the walk 
that you or others aren’t sure what to pray about. 
Have a scripture/chapter/song to meditate on as an 
opener for or to jump-start your conversation with 
God. It could be a favorite verse, one you feel God 
keeps presenting you with, or one that applies to 
what is on your heart.

DECIDE HOW YOU WILL PRAY

Will the prayer be silent, aloud, popcorn style (where 
everyone prays aloud as they feel led)? There are 
so many ways to pray, and it can be intimidating if 
you don’t set out the guidelines beforehand. If you 
are alone, you may want to pray silently; if you are 
in a group you may want to do popcorn prayer until 

there is a lull, then move on to a different style in the 
walk. This is up to you to decide based on what you 
think the purpose of the walk is, who is coming, and 
what you think God is leading you to do. Maybe you 
really feel God calling you to 1 Corinthians 13:4-7 
ESV, which says, “Love is patient, love is kind. It does 
not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not 
dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily 
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not 
delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always 
protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perse-
veres.” You could start the walk reading the verses 
aloud, and then begin praying. Maybe the same song 
(could be contemporary, a hymn, something you are 
writing…) has been stuck in your head on repeat for a 
week, maybe you start the prayer walk by singing it 
through, or sing it as you walk.

Here are a few tips for when you are 
doing your prayer walk:

START BY PUTTING ON 
YOUR ARMOR

Always start a prayer walk by praying for the group, 
or yourself if you are going alone, and putting on the 
armor of God as found in Ephesians 6:10-18. Praying 
for each other/yourself and praying for God’s pro-
tection in this way will help you get into the spirit of 
what you are about to do, but also help you prepare 
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for any spiritual battle you may be about to face. 
Spiritual battle is a phrase that gets thrown around 
without much meaning for the new Christian or 
someone unfamiliar with Christianese/Church Jar-
gon. This term refers to ways that Satan, the enemy, 
may deter you from the purpose God has given you. 
Spiritual battle could be as simple as feeling tired, so 
not wanting to finish if you are alone. If you are in a 
group, it could be a distraction that leads to ineffec-
tiveness or time wasted. Praying to put on the armor 
of God helps you set yourself and your desires aside 
for this time of prayer, and helps put God first.

BE READY TO BE MOVED AWAY 
FROM YOUR PLAN

When it all comes down to it, you can plan for every-
thing and get ten minutes into your prayer walk and 
have everything change. Maybe a street is blocked, 
maybe someone doesn’t show up, maybe extra people 
show up… Know that all your planning is only your 
planning. God may have a different plan for your 
prayer walk, so be open to that.

ENJOY YOUR TIME WITH GOD

This is probably the most important tip. This is a time 
for you to connect with God and pray about a specific 
area or specific people. You are interceding for those 

who don’t know how to pray to him or are bogged 
down and don’t feel they can. That is a mighty pur-
pose. It doesn’t matter what goes wrong, or how tired 
you are, or if someone said something mean to you 
right before you started… What matters is that you 
(and maybe some friends) are spending time with the 
God of the universe! That is amazing; just bask in the 
fact that he runs toward you to talk to you. He loves 
you so much, and he loves spending this time with 
you. Enjoy that, and the feeling of connection with 
him. 

Hopefully, this answers some questions and gives 
you some ideas for how to apply prayer walks in the 
real world. Tell us about your prayer walks, and how 
God has used or will use them in your life.

Heather Ricks
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GENDER DYSPHORIA
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erhaps one of the most ‘hot’ topics today in so-
ciety and in the Church is gender identity. From 
‘Caitlyn’ Jenner to ‘bathroom laws,’ for some 

Christians it feels as though the very foundation of 
humanity, the distinction between male and female, 
is being ripped away. It is relatively easy to type an 
opinionated comment on the Internet or look away 
from someone on the street who is not obviously 
either a man or a woman. But when a father or friend 
or husband named Daniel asks to be called Danielle, 
the situation becomes more personal.

As Christians seek to enter the gender identity con-
versation at an individual and institutional level, we 
must be willing to learn with an open mind, listen to 
those with experience, and examine our own prej-
udices. In his book Understanding Gender Dysphoria: 
Navigating Transgender Issues in a Changing Culture, 
professor and psychologist Mark Yarhouse presents 
three lenses through which gender dysphoria may 
be viewed, and how we might take the best of each 
framework as we respond to individual situations.

SO, WHAT IS GENDER DYSPHORIA?

Gender studies is a complex topic, but the first step 
is distinguishing between sex and gender. Sex refers 
to the physical, biological and anatomical aspects 
of being male or female. Gender, on the other hand, 
refers to the psychological, social and cultural aspects 

of being male or female. “Gender role,” then, is the 
ways in which people adopt the cultural expectations 
for their gender. For example, long hair, make-up, 
a maternal instinct and domestic pursuits are tradi-
tionally associated with femininity, while facial hair, 
athleticism and leadership positions are traditionally 
associated with masculinity. 

These standards are certainly changing, as more 
women work outside of the home and more fathers 
stay to raise children. But there are still some rigid 
stereotypes, particularly in the Church, about how 
men and women should act. As unique individuals, 
each one of us will express our gender differently. 
Most people’s physical bodies match up with the 
gender that they experience, but this is not always 
the case.

When the incongruence, or divide, between a per-
son’s biological sex and experienced gender identity 
causes significant distress, they may be diagnosed 
with Gender Dysphoria. The fifth edition of the Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-5) replaces “gender identity disorder” with 
“gender dysphoria,” and describes it this way: 

“For a person to be diagnosed with gender dyspho-
ria, there must be a marked difference between the 
individual’s expressed/experienced gender and the 
gender others would assign him or her, and it must 

P
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continue for at least six months. In children, the 
desire to be of the other gender must be present and 
verbalized. This condition causes clinically signifi-
cant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or 
other important areas of functioning.”

Often, but not always, gender dysphoria begins 
during childhood. Symptoms include desiring to be 
the other gender and a preference for clothing, toys 
and activities associated with the opposite gender, as 
well as a dislike of one’s own gender. The ‘Brain-Sex’ 
theory of gender dysphoria in part argues that chil-
dren compare themselves to peers around them, and 
if they don’t fit into one category, they conclude that 
they must belong in the other. Some of us might say, 
‘I played sports and I’m a woman!’ or ‘I played with 
Barbies and I’m a man!’ but for those with gender 
dysphoria, the simple preferences add up to a discon-
nect that is significant and persistent, though they 
may not have words to describe it.

“I can’t pinpoint a time where I was like, ‘I have 
gender dysphoria,’” says Kayla, 19, a biological fe-
male who prefers they/them pronouns. “I remember 
always wanting short hair, but I was too afraid to ask 
my parents for a short haircut because I was afraid it 
would be too ‘boyish.’” In middle school, Kayla tried to 
fit in by wearing feminine clothing and makeup, but 
always felt extremely uncomfortable. “It’s not me. I’m 
not girly.”

In 11th grade, Kayla began wearing masculine cloth-
ing and shaved their head to raise money for cancer 
research. After that, people began referring to them 
as a boy, and they would be stared at or confronted 
when they went in the women’s bathroom. “Now I 
have this fear of public bathrooms, and I try to avoid 
them at all costs. I don’t like being looked at. I don’t 
like attention drawn to me.”

Kayla’s gender dysphoria lessened at college. Fellow 
students were accepting of their new identity, and 
addressed them with whichever pronoun felt most 
comfortable. Coming home on breaks was also a re-
turn to the confusion and discomfort they felt before.

“For a lot of people, college is a symbol of moving for-
ward, moving on,” says Kayla. “For me, exploring my 
gender dysphoria is a huge step forward in who I am. 
Coming back here, I want to change how I’m known, 
but everyone knows me as ‘she.’ It caused me a lot 
of stress. When I’m at work and someone says, ‘Yes, 
ma’am,’ it’s like someone punched me in the gut.”

HOW IS GENDER DYSPHORIA 
TREATED?

Gender Dysphoria is rare, with approximately 1 
in 11,000 men (0.009%) and 1 in 30,000 women 
(0.003%) seeking treatment at specialized clinics. The 
number of gender dysphoric people is probably much 
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higher, though, because the vast majority never ad-
mit they are questioning their gender identity.

Once the condition has been diagnosed, the individ-
ual and mental health professional must decide what 
course of action to take. Some seek to manage dys-
phoria in order to identify with birth sex, while oth-
ers choose to cross-dress, take hormones, or undergo 
surgery in order to present as their preferred gender.

Kayla began meeting with a gender counselor, who 
helped them to sort out their feelings about gender 
and their place in a binary world. In fact, many peo-
ple experiencing gender dysphoria do not feel that 
they fit in either gender category. For example, a per-
son who is “genderfluid” embraces and exhibits both 
male and female genders, while an “agender” person 
does not consider themself either male or female.

Kayla currently identifies as agender, and while they 
might consider transition or hormones in the future, 
they are managing their dysphoria now through 
clothing, hairstyle and neutral pronouns. “[Transition 
is] a big decision that I want to make sure I’m positive 
with,” they say.

“As someone who’s agender or non-binary, it’s very 
hard to live,” adds Kayla. “I feel like I have to pick a 
side. Sometimes it would be a lot easier if I would just 
make up my mind and figure it out.”

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT 
GENDER DYSPHORIA?

Although there are no verses in the Bible directly ad-
dressing gender dysphoria, like there are for homo-
sexuality, there are some passages that may be cited 
against cross-gender behaviors. 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, 
in a list of other sins, says that “neither the effemi-
nate...shall inherit the kingdom of God,” The Greek 
word translated here as “effeminate” literally refers 
to the active and passive participants in a homosex-
ual act. In addition, the full list includes “idolaters,” 
“thieves,” “drunkards,” and “slanderers,” with the 
sexual sins not separated as worse than the others.

The book of Deuteronomy in the Old Testament 
contains rules given by God and recorded by Moses 
to govern the behavior of the Israelites. For example, 
“No one who has been emasculated by crushing or 
cutting may enter the assembly of the Lord,” (23:1) 
and “A woman must not wear man’s clothing, nor a 
man wear woman’s clothing, for the Lord your God 
detests anyone who does this” (22:5). God called 
the Israelites to be different from the people groups 
around them, who often practiced idol worship and 
human sacrifice. As best as they could, the Israelites 
were supposed to uphold God’s creation of maleness 
and femaleness, and be physically perfect during 
worship.
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We can also look to passages like Acts 8:26-40 that 
discuss eunuchs, or men whose testicles have been 
removed. Since they could not have offspring or es-
tablish their own dynasties, eunuchs were considered 
to be more trustworthy and loyal to the king. Despite 
their low class, eunuchs often served as royal guards 
in ancient societies. In this story, Paul is prompted 
by the Holy Spirit to approach a eunuch reading the 
Scriptures, and goes on to teach him about Jesus and 
baptize him. The eunuch was most likely castrated as 
a boy without his consent, but his physical deformity 
and class status did not exclude him from following 
Jesus or becoming a Christian.

Jesus also mentions eunuchs in Matthew 19:12 “For 
there are eunuchs who were born that way, and there 
are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs by others 
- and there are those who choose to live like eunuchs 
for the sake of the kingdom. The one who can ac-
cept this should accept it.” Here, Jesus is speaking 
to his disciples about marriage, and in this context 
“eunuch” may also mean someone who chooses not 
to get married or have sex. Though living outside of 
society’s norms, the eunuch is not sinning, nor is he 
asked to change before becoming a Christian.

Christians will continue to disagree about how to 
interpret these passages in the context of our modern 
culture. For example, since Jesus came to give us a 
direct relationship with God, physical deformities do 

not affect our ability to worship him. Also, clothing 
standards have changed dramatically over thousands 
of years, and the distinction between men’s and 
women’s clothing is small. Rather than only look-
ing at single verses, Mark Yarhouse looks to frame 
gender dysphoria within the four acts of the ‘Biblical 
drama’:

“Sexual difference is from creation and has been 
part of Christian thought as ontologically significant 
and in some ways a living parable about the relation-
ship between God and his people. At the same time, 
Christians recognize that we are marred by the fall 
- we are broken, incomplete and disordered persons. 
However, the reality of redemption and the hope of 
resurrection tells us never to give up and that God’s 
grace is sufficient to cover all of what we encounter 
(including our own wrongs) if we are in a right rela-
tionship with God.”

HOW SHOULD CHRISTIANS 
RESPOND TO GENDER DYSPHORIA?

Yarhouse offers three frameworks through which 
gender dysphoria may be viewed, and Christians 
may draw from one or all of them when addressing 
any given situation.

The Integrity framework focuses on the sacredness, 
or importance, of the distinction between males and 
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“In order for God to be most GLORIFIED, 
sometimes we have to go into the darkest of places so 

that the redemption story is even GREATER.”

females. We are created uniquely by God, and gen-
der is an integral part of who we are. Though feel-
ing gender dysphoria may not be a sin, choosing to 
cross-dress or transition to the opposite gender is 
seen as willful violation of the way we were created. 
This frame holds true to traditional biblical teachings, 
but often misses the compassion and community that 
those experiencing gender dysphoria need.

The Disability framework focuses on gender incon-
gruence as the result of our fallen world. Like an-
orexia or schizophrenia, Gender Dysphoria is treated 
as a medical condition that is non-moral, (neither 
good nor bad), and not caused by sin. This lens in-
spires compassion, as others recognize that gender 
dysphoria is not a choice, and feel empathy towards 
the person. On the other hand, it may treat the con-
dition as something solely to be fixed, rather than an 
identity to be celebrated.

The Diversity framework Yarhouse divides into two 
types. The “weak” version focuses on identity and 
community, celebrating being transgender as an 
expression of diversity in our society. The “strong” 

version of the diversity framework seeks to push 
back against traditional definitions of sex and gender, 
in order to deconstruct them. This lens is what many 
Christians are afraid of and outright reject.

Unconditionally Love

Priscilla, 21, has had several friends come out as 
transgender. As she watched them experiment with 
drugs and alcohol, as well as makeup and hair ex-
tensions, Priscilla began to learn what it means to 
unconditionally love, even when it’s difficult.

“Care for them not out of duty, but out of sincerity,” 
she says. “There’s a struggle going on that we have 
no control over, and we need to give that up to God. 
All we can do is love. All we can do is accept. All we 
can do is not throw them out so they have no place to 
go but somewhere dark. In order for God to be most 
glorified, sometimes we have to go into the darkest of 
places so that the redemption story is even greater.”

“It’s not wrong to feel a difference in emotions or feel 
attracted to people. But what you do about those emo-
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tions and where you let them lead you... that’s where 
it gets kind of blurry,” she adds. 

Don’t Assume

Noah, 19, works with Agape, a ministry “to establish 
common ground between the LGBTA (Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual and Transgender Association) and InterVar-
sity Christian Fellowship” at the University at Buffa-
lo. When someone close to him was struggling with 
homosexual feelings, “that started in me a sense of 
compassion.” Now he wants to challenge the conser-
vative assumption that being transgender is a sin.

“The very reality that ‘I don’t feel like my body and 
my mind match,’ is just a statement of our broken-
ness,” he says. “I acknowledge that it’s not God’s 
design...but I don’t think it’s quite that simple to make 
this assertion that your body is fine, so there’s some-
thing wrong with your mind. Who’s to say, [maybe] 
your body is broken and your mind is fine. Why do 
we put precedence on the external?”

Be Like Jesus

Eric, 43, is a pastor at a Southern Baptist church in 
New York. As he has matured in life and in ministry, 
he tries to listen to and learn from the people rather 
than the issues. “Just like any prejudice, it’s easy to 
just throw a label on someone and not even think it 

through or take time to understand.” As a reflection 
of Christ, we should aim to respond to any social 
issue the way he did.

“[Jesus] always approached people in such stressful 
situations with amazing grace and a peaceable de-
meanor,” says Eric. “Yet he was always meekly, gen-
tly, corrective. Sin was never left un-dealt with nor 
was sin sought out where it was not already evident. 
Transgender issues are not always laced with sin as a 
backdrop or a presupposition.” 

Listen

Kayla, who grew up in a religious home but considers 
themself an atheist, has experienced varying, often 
strong, reactions to their gender identity. “It’s a whole 
set of terminology that no one wants to take the time 
to learn,” they say. “Some people just don’t want to 
understand and they just immediately dismiss it, and 
because they don’t understand it, they get upset.” 
They often see Christians using “religion or their up-
bringing as an excuse to not open their mind up.”

“Listen to, understand where this person is coming 
from,” Kayla continues. “Not just Christians, but 
anyone. If someone asks to be addressed with certain 
pronouns, just do it. It’s not that hard, especially if 
you don’t know them.” 
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Kayla wishes that there were more opportunities for 
conversation and discourse within churches, such 
as discussion groups or guest speakers. “Create a 
safe space for people,” they say. “Don’t exclude us as 
someone who needs help.”

Kayla is not alone in coming from a religious house-
hold and being open to continuing a connection. Ac-
cording to “Us Versus Us,” a study on religion and the 
LGBT community by Andrew Marin, 86% of LGBTs 
were raised in a faith community from ages 0-18. 
54% of LGBTs leave their faith after the age of 18, yet 
76% are open to returning to faith and it’s practices.

Gender dysphoria, therefore, is not something out-
side church doors that Christians must barricade 
themselves from. Increasingly, young people of all 
religious backgrounds are questioning and explor-
ing their gender identities, and the solution is not to 
enforce gender roles even more strictly. 

“We like to put things in little boxes so we can under-
stand them,” says Priscilla. “Don’t isolate, either way. 
A lot of people are fighting [society], but they’re hurt-
ing, because we don’t give people enough choices.”

As cultural attitudes towards gender identity and 
dysphoria continue to shift, Christians can choose 
to either hide in fear or anger, or engage in con-
versation. Genesis tells the story of gender from 

the beginning, where “maleness” and “femaleness” 
together represent the image and character of God 
(1:27). Adam and Eve’s perfect relationship with each 
other and with God looks very different from our 
world today. Throughout history, societies have as-
signed strict and often-arbitrary gender roles to men 
and women. Those who do not fit these molds can be 
bullied or made to feel less-than or broken.

As Christians, that’s where we believe Jesus comes 
in. We are all broken, spiritually and often physically 
or mentally as well. No matter how someone with 
Gender Dysphoria chooses to manage the disconnect 
between their mind and body, we can offer compas-
sion, support and community, as well as a non-judg-
mental and listening ear. Jesus came to mend our 
broken relationship with God now and eventually 
make us physically, mentally and emotionally whole 
in heaven. Now that is good news.
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 mentioned in the previous article that we will be 
looking at different Bible verses/quotes that are 
often misunderstood or taken out of context. This 

article is no different, although instead of a single 
specific verse, we’ll be focusing more on small frag-
ments within specific sections of Scripture and will 
consider their original meanings and contexts. These 
fragments include more popular phrases that have 
been embedded in our culture and are often spoken 
in our every-day conversations. Taken on their own, 
the phrases “turn the other cheek” and “go the extra 
mile” have developed meanings all of their own. Be-
lieve it or not, they both come from the same group 
of verses in the Bible. But what would they mean if 
we were to put them together and read them in their 
original context?

VERSE

“You have heard that it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth 
for tooth.’ But I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If 
anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other 
cheek also. And if anyone wants to sue you and take your 
shirt, hand over your coat as well. If anyone forces you to 
go one mile, go with them two miles. Give to the one who 
asks you, and do not turn away from the one who wants to 
borrow from you.” – Matthew 5:38-42 NIV

OUT OF CONTEXT 
MEANING

Because this issue’s “out of context verse” is really a 
pair of phrases in the same section, I will be looking 
at them individually for their out of context mean-
ing, as both of these phrases have taken on slightly 
different meanings from one another.

Turn the other cheek...
 
Speaking as a Canadian, this can sometimes be seen 
as our general default mode of dealing with conflict–
ignoring the hurt while pretending that everything 
is still alright. We present a polite, pleasant face to 
the world even though we may be seething inside; 
or we express our grievances to friends when the 
source of conflict is absent. Because of this, many of 
us, especially in the Canadian church culture, tend to 
feel uncomfortable with those who are more direct 
or abrasive when it comes to dealing with conflict. 
We tend to label this practice of “pretending every-
thing is alright” as forgiveness or “turning the other 
cheek,” and those who do not pretend as we do, we 
tend to see as rude, mean or judgmental. It is for this 
reason that Canadians are viewed worldwide as be-
ing generally “nice”.

I
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Go the extra mile...
 
This is used when referring to someone who puts in 
extra effort in a project that they are doing, whether 
for school or for work. Like the other phrase in this 
passage, there is a tendency to label the person who 
does this as being generally a “nice” person, although 
it could also be used as a label for a perfectionist 
who wants credit for doing the extra work that goes 
over and beyond the expectations of the teacher/
employer. However we interpret the motives for the 
person “going the extra mile,” we tend to think of 
that person’s actions as being worthy of some kind of 
applause or reward.

DANGERS OF READING 
OUT OF CONTEXT

 
Once again, while these phrases on their own may 
not present the greatest danger for going off-course 
in our faith as Christians, there are still a few cau-
tions that we need to watch out for.  The biggest one 
is that these phrases tend to encourage “niceness” as 
the ultimate virtue.  Please don’t misunderstand me 
when I say this – kindness, gentleness and meekness 
are great character traits, and they are praised in oth-
er sections of Scripture. The danger comes when that 
“nice” also translates into passive and weak-willed, 
leading to a lack of healthy boundaries, and refusing 

to confront evil out of our fear of offending the other 
person.

See, when we hold “nice” as our ultimate goal, we also 
tend to get uncomfortable with Jesus when he clears 
the temple of the merchants and moneychangers 
(Matthew 21:12-17), or when he says certain things to 
the Pharisees and Sadducees that would make those 
in “nice” churches cringe (like calling them snakes, 
fools, hypocrites, whitewashed tombs, and blind 
guides in Matthew 23 and Luke 11, or when he told 
them that they were children of Satan in John 8:44). 
We would also have a problem with pretty much ev-
ery prophet in the Old Testament, as well as the tone 
that Paul takes in several of his letters (1 and 2 Corin-
thians and Galatians especially).

So, if Jesus was the one who said these words, name-
ly our need to turn the other cheek (since that is the 
image that is giving us the most trouble here), then 
why does it seem that he, and most of the heroes of 
the Bible, not to mention many of the heroes from the 
history of Christianity after the Bible was written, 
didn’t seem to obey these very words? That would 
mean that every Protestant tradition would be exist-
ing in disobedience to Jesus’ words here, especially 
if we consider the circumstances that caused the 
Protestant Reformation in the 1500’s. Not only this, 
but it was out of Christian conviction that forced the 
Abolitionists like William Wilberforce in Britain and 
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later the governmental leadership of Abraham Lin-
coln in the United States to oppose the trade in slaves. 
It was also the conviction of concerned Christians 
that operated the Underground Railroad and led to 
legislations later that would protect children from 
slavery-like labor. If obeying Jesus to “turn the other 
cheek” means to roll over and allow the abuse to con-
tinue, then none of this would have happened.

Rather, I think Jesus probably had something else in 
mind when he said these words.

THE ORIGINAL CONTEXT
 
If we were to look at where these verses are found in 
the Bible, we would find them in the middle of one of 
Jesus’ longer teaching sections in the gospel of Mat-
thew. Specifically, this section of teaching (chapters 
5-7 of Matthew’s gospel) is actually one of his more 
famous sermons, and has been named the “Sermon 
on the Mount” because in Matthew 5:1, it says that 
Jesus went up and sat on the side of the mountain 
to teach the crowds. Specific to the verses we are 
looking at today, we find ourselves in a section of 
this sermon where Jesus is addressing his audience’s 
understanding of the Torah, the Jewish laws found in 
the Old Testament. In this section of his sermon, Je-
sus starts by stating “You’ve heard it said…”, and then 
after referencing the law in question follows with 

“But I tell you…” At this point, Jesus then reinterprets 
the law in question.  

So to begin, we should understand the law in ques-
tion that he is quoting from to get a picture of what 
he is addressing when he tells us to turn the other 
cheek, give the shirt off our backs, and go the extra 
mile. For that, we need to look at Exodus 21:23-25.

23 But if there is serious injury, you are to take life for life, 
24 eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, 
25 burn for burn, wound for wound, bruise for bruise. 
(NIV)

This law, which is also stated in slightly different 
words in Leviticus 24:17-22 and Deuteronomy 19:16-
22, may seem rather harsh to us today, but it was ac-

When someone is 
INTENT on revenge, 

there can be the 
tendency to 

OVERREACT. (
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tually a law of restraint when it comes to how it is ap-
plied. See, when someone is intent on revenge, there 
can be the tendency to overreact (burning an entire 
village because someone from that village insulted 
you, for instance), or to continue bitter disputes, even 
when the original offense was forgotten. The idea 
behind this original law, while it allowed for some 
retaliation when a wrong was committed against a 
person, was to make sure the punishment was equal 
to the crime and that once there had been judgment 
and the criminal had faced the consequences for 
their actions, the matter would be considered settled.

When we think about how Jesus is using this law 
in his Sermon on the Mount, it is similar to the oth-
er laws that he is addressing in this same section. 
After looking at how he treats each law, it seems as 
though Jesus is taking an even more extreme stance 
than what the original law stated, or that he is telling 
us that we should go above and beyond the require-
ments of the original law. Or rather, he was pointing 
toward a greater way by placing people’s minds on 
God’s original intent behind the original law in the 
first place.

As well as this, we also need to think about how the 
people living at the time would understand what 
is being said here. In other words, we also need to 
look at something called “historical context,” which 
basically means asking how these words would have 

been understood by people at that time and place. For 
instance, when considering the first image of turn-
ing the other cheek, since the majority of the people 
throughout world history have been right handed 
(which would also be the dominant weapon hand that 
someone would hit you with), to hit someone facing 
you on the right cheek would mean that they would 
be hitting you with the back of their hand. And while 
we may not think too much of it in our day and age, 
back then, the only ones who would be hit with the 
back of the hand would be animals or slaves (those 
who were not deemed worthy enough to be seen as 
an equal). In other words, it would be more of an in-
sult than it would be a life-threatening injury.

To offer the other cheek is not to roll over and al-
low the bully to beat you up; and neither should 
we remain silent and passive when somebody else 
is being attacked (the epitome of “niceness”); but 
rather, it was an action that forced the other per-
son to acknowledge you as a fellow human being, 

To OFFER the other 
cheek is not to roll over 
and ALLOW the bully 

to beat you up.
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which would also introduce a sense of shame into the 
picture (without responding by insulting the other 
person or escalating the conflict). So, far from telling 
his followers to just roll over and take any abuse giv-
en to them, Jesus’ words here seem to be encouraging 
assertiveness.

Continuing on with our “historical context” exercise, 
the other examples also show a similar theme. In the 
next example, a person’s wardrobe usually consist-
ed of an inner garment and an outer one. In the case 
of the poor, these were usually the only clothes that 
they had. So, if you were being sued for your clothes, 
Jesus’ words would look especially ridiculous because 
you would then be stripping completely naked in 
front of everyone. This, of course, would be a HUGE 
mark of shame and embarrassment, not just for you 
but also for the person you are giving your clothing 
to, and might make the person seriously think about 
their actions a bit more, as well as reminding them of 
the injustice that they are doing.

The going the extra mile example is especially inter-
esting, though, as it was actually related to the Ro-
man soldiers. A Roman soldier was allowed to com-
mission a civilian for difficult tasks (such as when 
Simon of Cyrene was ordered to carry Jesus’ cross), 
or to carry his gear for any distance up to 1000 paces 
(roughly one mile). Those listening to Jesus speak 
these words would have been very familiar with this, 

Responding to the "eye 
for an eye and tooth for 

a tooth" principle,
[Jesus] seemed to be 

suggesting non-violent 
ASSERTIVENESS 

and a response showing 
CREATIVITY and 

loving concern for the 
other person.
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as they were a people conquered by Rome, and they 
were regularly reminded of this by the constant pres-
ence of the Roman military. There were likely several 
in the crowd who would also resent and despise the 
Romans for this. There were even possibly Zealots in 
the crowd – freedom fighters, if you will (though the 
Romans would have considered them “terrorists”), 
who would use violence to oppose Roman rule. And 
yet, Jesus’ words must have seemed strange here. 
Offer to carry the Roman soldiers’ gear for an extra 
mile? What is he, crazy?

But you see, if the soldier forced the civilian to go 
more than that mile, this practice would be general-
ly frowned upon by that soldier’s superiors, which 
means he may be disciplined for it, and he may 
become an object of ridicule to his peers, who might 
mock him for being too weak to carry his own gear. 
In short, by carrying it further than the mile, you 
would be causing embarrassment and social shame 
to come onto that soldier (which might then make 
him treat other people, including you, with more re-
spect and honor in the future).

HOW CAN WE APPLY THIS 
IN OUR OWN DAY?

 
So you see, Jesus wasn’t so much telling us to roll 
over and become a bunch of “nice” doormats; but nei-

ther was his counsel to seek revenge. Remember: he 
was responding to the “eye for an eye and tooth for a 
tooth” principle. Rather, he seemed to be suggesting 
non-violent assertiveness and a response showing 
creativity and loving concern for the other person. 

But there is another aspect that is seen here that 
could also be applied in our own day and culture, 
where social honor and shame may seem somewhat 
alien. By making the offer to be hit again, to give 
the clothes off your back and to carry the soldier’s 
gear (or whatever situation you may find yourself in 
where you feel insulted, belittled, cheated or abused), 
you are actually becoming the one in control of the 
situation, and you are also changing the dynamic 
of the situation from one of threat and antagonism 
to one of love and generosity. You are choosing to 
actively love the other person, in hopes that through 
your actions they might see Jesus.  And, if you keep 
reading in the gospel, you will see that we are even to 
love those that we would consider our enemies. But 
that, my friends, will have to be for another time.

Greg Whyte
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oday, we have the opportunity to take in the 
Bible in many ways. We can read it in daily 
devotionals, listen to an audio reading on our 

commutes to work, tape verses to our bathroom mir-
rors, take detailed notes during sermons, and scroll 
through inspirational pictures and verses on Insta-
gram.  

Yet even with the Bible—God’s own Word—at our 
fingertips, we so often struggle to be truly affected 
by it.

We read about having great joy, yet despair creeps 
in when we think about the unknowns ahead. We 
read about God’s great love for us, yet fail to priori-
tize time with him. We read about how we are won-
derfully made, yet view our bodies and selves with 
discontentment, even loathing.

We can know in our minds that God is faithful, 
loving, and just. We can know in our minds that he 
wants the best for us—that Jesus Christ gave his 
very life for us. We read powerful truths like “Abide 
in my love” (John 15:9) and “Love the LORD your 
God with all your heart” (Luke 10:27a), and “Peace I 
leave with you; my peace I give you” (John 14:27a), 
but they often remain stubbornly in our heads, just 
words on a page, and we struggle to work them into 
our hearts, actions, and decisions.

The early American preacher Jonathan Edwards il-
lustrates the difference between head knowledge and 
heart knowledge in his sermon Divine and Super-
natural Light, writing, “Your mind can know honey 
is sweet, people can tell you it’s sweet, you’ve read 
books about it, etc. but if you haven’t actually tasted 

“Your mind can know 
honey is sweet, 

people can TELL you 
it’s sweet, you’ve read 

books about it, etc. 
but if you haven’t 

ACTUALLY tasted it, 
you know with your 

head, but not with your 
HEART.”

Jonathan Edwards
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it, you know with your head, but not with your heart. 
When you actually taste it, you experience it for 
yourself, you know it in a full way, and you can know 
it in your heart.” He goes on to say, “There is a differ-
ence between having an opinion that God is holy and 
gracious, and having a sense of the loveliness and 
beauty of that holiness and grace.”

How than can we reach that experiential sense—that 
heart-knowledge—of God? What are some ways we 
can move toward transforming intellectual knowl-
edge of the Bible into life-changing fruits? 

ROUTINE

First, we can continue to immerse ourselves in God’s 
Word—even when it feels half-hearted and we 
struggle to truly absorb the words. One of the best 
examples I’ve seen of this persistence is in the lives of 
a small group of Benedictine nuns serving God in the 
mountains of northwestern Ireland. 

I spent two summer months living, working, and 
studying at their monastery. Most of the nuns there 
were elderly and had lived at the monastery for 
the majority of their lives, going to early morning 
prayers and afternoon masses and evening prayer 
services every day, without fail, for fifty, sixty, sev-
enty years. I attended the services sometimes and 
watched them from my seat as we recited ancient 

prayers and psalms—words that they had probably 
recited thousands of times. The other students and I 
asked them, “Is it ever difficult—boring even? Re-
citing the same words, doing the same things, every 
day?”

Sister Noreen spoke up, and I’ll never forget her 
response. She didn’t think of the prayers and psalms 
and services as difficult or boring. Instead, she told 
us that as she has woke up each day at the same time, 
said the same prayers, recited the same words, read 
the same verses…they have gradually, sometimes 
quietly, but always changed her heart. “I don’t change 
the words or songs. They change me,” she said. 

Sometimes opening the Bible might feel pointless. 
Sometimes it feels discouraging. Sometimes as our 
eyes read word after word, line after line, we yawn 
and check the clock and drink our coffee and stretch 
and move on with our day.

Yet Hebrews 4:12 tells us that the Word of God is 
“living and active...discerning the thoughts and inten-
tions of the heart.” The Bible may have been written 
centuries ago, but it contains words that are still true, 
powerful, and relevant to our lives today. Moreover, 
we know that Christians have the Holy Spirit, work-
ing in our hearts as well as our minds. Immerse 
yourself in Scripture, and, like streams of water 
working slowly but surely to smooth and cut through 
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4 
Someone who is seeking can only rest in the 
presence of great love and truth for so long 

before being softened, molded, affected, and/or 
transformed by it.

 4

rock, change will occur. Someone who is seeking can 
only rest in the presence of great love and truth for so 
long before being softened, molded, affected, and/or 
transformed by it.

CHANGE

While routine is important, experiencing the Bible in 
new ways can also revitalize your understanding of 
its impact on your life. Here are some ways to study 

and think about Scripture in different lights.

LECTIO DIVINA

This ancient practice of experiencing Scripture 
includes four steps: reading, meditation, prayer, and 

contemplation. First, read a verse or short passage 
several times, slowly. Second, spend time dwelling 
on the verse’s meaning and the implications it might 
have for your faith and relationship with God. Third, 
through prayer, thank God and talk with him about 
the passage. Finally, spend time in contemplative 
prayer, sitting in silence, listening to what God might 
have for you to hear.  

MUSIC

Throughout Scripture, music is used to praise and 
commune with God. As an art form, singing words 
can bring new meanings and understanding to light. 
Choose a Scripture-based song or hymn to listen to 
and learn. 
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MEMORIZATION

When you commit verses to memory, even if a verse 
seems irrelevant or dry at the time, you can instan-
taneously apply Scripture when you find yourself in 
need, or when circumstances in your life change to 
illuminate the verses in new ways. 

JOURNALING

During your Scripture reading, try writing out your 
thoughts, prayers, concerns, reflections, and ques-
tions. Oftentimes, processing our thoughts through 
the physical act of writing brings new revelations or 
applications we wouldn’t consider otherwise.

DISCUSSION

God created people to be in community with him—
and with each other. Partner with a friend or mentor 
in reading through a book of the Bible or section 
of Scripture, and meet to share and discuss your 
thoughts and any struggles. 

PUT IT INTO PRACTICE

Finally, a key part of cultivating heart knowledge is 
to find a place you can actively put head knowledge 

to work through service. Volunteer at a nonprofit, get 
involved in your local church, reach out to someone 
in need of a friend, or think of ways to better love and 
serve the people in your life. 

Focusing on meeting the needs of others helps break 
us out of our own minds. For example, in Galatians 
5:22–23, Paul lists the fruit of the Spirit—nine attri-
butes that mark someone who has received the Holy 
Spirit and is following God. When we search for ways 
to actively show the fruit—love, joy, peace, patience, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and 
self-control—suddenly this picture of what the Chris-
tian life looks like isn’t just a list in a book. Instead, we 
have tangible opportunities to live it out in our daily 
interactions with others. In this way, truths in the 
Bible come to life in our very stories.

Focusing on 
meeting the NEEDS 

of others helps 
break us out of our 

OWN minds.
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KNOWING IN FULL

Ultimately, we rest in the knowledge that the tran-
sition from head to heart knowledge is not in our 
control, but in the hands of one much more capable 
and all-knowing—the Holy Spirit. 

This requires trust. Trust that your time spent pray-
ing (when it feels like no one is listening) and that 
your time spent reading Scripture (when it feels like 
it’s just words on a page), is not wasted. But Philippi-
ans 1:6 promises, “He who began a good work in you 
will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.” 
Christ made it possible to have faith in God through 
his sacrifice on the cross. And through the Holy Spirit 
our faith and understanding of God will continue 
to deepen until Jesus returns. As we depend on him 
each day, leaning on the Bible and our relationship 
with him, the Holy Spirit will grow and strengthen 
our heart-knowledge of God.

“For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face 
to face,” writes Paul in 1 Corinthians 13:12. “Now I 
know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I have 
been fully known.” God fully knows our thoughts, 
desires, and entire selves—including our struggle to 
know him more and pattern our lives after his will. 
Through the Holy Spirit, we can journey through life 
toward knowing him as well, breathing in his love, 

mercies, and truth each day until the final day when 
we will know in full, and be face-to-face with our 
Savior.

Bethany Wagner
Bethany Wagner has a passion for listening to stories and 
telling them. A graduate of Azusa Pacific University in En-
glish and theology, she now works as a freelance writer 
and editor based in the Pacific Northwest. She loves read-
ing old books, drinking exorbitant amounts of tea, and 
rediscovering the beauty and magic of the ordinary. She 

writes at thestoriedway.wordpress.com. 

Through the Holy 
Spirit our FAITH 
and understanding 

of God will continue 
to DEEPEN until 

Jesus returns.

http://thestoriedway.wordpress.com
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t started out small. She would come out with me 
on the weekends. She gave me the courage to be 
louder, more bold in my declarations, and even go 

to the extent of humiliating myself in the presence 
of my peers. She laughed and cheered alongside me, 
offering support and courage as I continued in my 
path of debauchery. I was captivated by her, and 
she by me. Our relationship was reciprocal. I would 
show off her potential to be the best motivator in the 
world; encourager of wiles. I flaunted this new life 
of freedom, self-abandon and careless speech. She 
would whisper; “I am with you.” “I love who you are 
when you are with me.” “Steven, look at what I inspire 
you to do.” “You’re a complete man with me by your 
side.” I loved her. I was powerless under her charm. 
I craved more of her each and every moment. I loved 
the man I was while she intoxicated me with her 
smooth words; words of encouragement to contin-
ue more into the night. I never stopped to consider 
who or what I would harm, either physically or with 
words, all I needed was her word that it was going to 
be exhilarating and that when the morning came all 
would be forgotten. I wanted more of her.

Alcohol and I began seeing each other more frequent-
ly. What began as weekends of fun turned into five 
days of fun, with periodic breaks from one another in 
between. She and I were in many fights, arguments, 
and even spent a night in jail together. Even so, she 
remained with me through the toughest times in col-

I
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lege, and leading into my twenties, she stuck right by 
my side almost daily, helping me to navigate through 
my various pains.

I remember when Alcohol introduced me to her 
friend: Vicodin. This was her mistake. I ended up 
falling for Vicodin and shoved Alcohol to the side. 
Still, whenever I wasn’t constrained to Vicodin, I 
would call Alcohol, and she would be right there, in 
the blink of an eye, at my beck and call. She was my 
faithful friend, my trusted confidant; she was my 
lover, and I had to have her back. Alcohol quickly 
forgave the relationship I had with Vicodin, and dove 
headlong back into our relationship–we became even 
more intense than before. The near seven months we 
spent apart didn’t stop her from making a theatrical 
appearance on my twenty-first birthday. Singing 
together on stage in front of dozens, we brought the 
place down with laughter. Later that evening, we 
even slept outside the door of my house because we 
were too tired to open it. It was fun when my mom 
found us the next morning. Oh, what memories we 
made.

Alcohol had even more of a wild side when she would 
introduce me to other women. Seducing them with 
smooth words and laughter, either I would take them 
home and the next morning not remember who they 
were, or I would take them to my college dorm where 
they would leave the next morning, never to be seen 

again. There were even times when we randomly col-
lided with them by chance, sometimes never obtain-
ing their name. Alcohol showed me just how capable I 
was of womanizing and she helped me get good at it.
Our relationship remained hot and heavy throughout 
my teens and early twenties. However, it slowed to 
a halt when I met Jesus face-to-face. As a response 
to him, I put my intoxicating relationship with Al-
cohol on hold for a good many years. Her voice was 
silenced and Jesus’ was heard. An irritated Alcohol 
would make attempts to seduce me back into our old 
ways. The harder I pushed her away, the stronger 
her next attempt to woo me would be. The harass-
ment continued through my mid-twenties. Whether I 
was on a mission trip overseas, preaching and dis-
tributing food on the streets in Hawaii or living in Sri 
Lanka as a missionary; it didn’t matter where I was, 
incessantly she would whisper in my ear, or send me 
messages. Her obsession knew no bounds.

The move from Sri Lanka to California introduced 
me to my future wife. Alcohol turned fierce, fiery, 
relentless and insanely jealous of her. I firmly stat-
ed she wasn’t a part of my life anymore, and she 
reluctantly conceded. I was married on September 
30, 2012. As my wife and I grew closer, of course, 
Alcohol would check in. She would ask questions 
like: “How is your wife treating you?” “Is she encour-
aging you enough?” “Can you be vulnerable with her 
like you were with me?” “Does your wife have the 
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qualities of an intimate lover, a trusted confidant?” I 
would answer: “My wife and I are in love. Our rela-
tionship is strong, in Christ, and with each other.” 
Nevertheless, Alcohol found a kink in my armor. In a 
moment of weakness, Alcohol convinced me that my 
wife wasn’t enough. So, we rekindled our relation-
ship, again. The encounters were one night stands. 
Nearly every time we met my wife caught us. The 
affair broke my wife’s heart, breaking mine. I had to 
put Alcohol in check, establishing a boundary that 
Jesus, my wife, and my marriage were more import-
ant to me. I was setting a new course for my life, one 
of a hope and a future. An unenthusiastic Alcohol 
conceded and our relationship ended once again.

Not long ago, Alcohol contacted me asking specific 
questions regarding intimacy: “Is the sensation as 
exhilarating as when you and I would live out wiles 

of youth?” A foolish Steven confided in Alcohol. The 
intimate confessions resulted in Alcohol coming over 
July 27, 2015, and the affair resulted in my wife leav-
ing. Consequently, l shattered. I was utterly devas-
tated, broken, humbled, and ashamed of what I had 
put my wife through. Yet again, I was powerless over 
Alcohol’s smooth enticements. A relationship that 
had started out as weekends of fun, lead into week-
days of merrymaking, and ended in co-dependency, 
and misuse. The abuse had finally caught up with me.

The anger of being found out by my wife drove me 
back into Alcohol’s arms the next day, and another to 
follow. Despite our affair being uncovered, and a loss 
of employment due to my lack of responsibility, these 
hiccups didn’t deter me from running back to her for 
consolation. She was always an incredible comforter, 
even though frequently her words would leave me 
with a headache. The headaches didn’t bother me. I 
was addicted to her, so I endured the pain.

As my actions had culminated at a dreadful place, I 
had every intention of ending my affair with Alcohol 
at the end of July 2015. I stayed away from Alcohol 
for a solid three months, even though she beckoned 
me each and every day. I was determined to work 
through the damage that Alcohol and I had done to 
my marriage and relationships. Even so, after a solid 
period of sobriety, she again seduced me through the 
anger I had harbored. I see now (they say hindsight is 

 I had to put 
Alcohol in check, 

establishing a 
boundary that my 

marriage, my wife, 
and Jesus were 

MORE important 
to me.
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20/20) how seething I really was. A man filled with 
insurmountable anger, resentment, hurt and fear. 
But Alcohol would always provide solace, comfort, 
and temporary relief from the pain. Yet again, the 
relationship between Alcohol and I backfired. Our ac-
tions landed me in a pit. Feelings of shame and guilt 
plagued me. Thoughts kept replaying in my head of 
what I had done, said, and put my wife and others 
through. I was full of regret; tired of being sick and 
tired.

I started the painful process of making amends to 
those I hurt. Like a battered dog, I crawled back to 
the people I had put through nights of anxiety, some 
even fearing that I had taken my own life, and gave 
them the same sob story: “I won’t do it again,” a lie 
that had been perpetrated countless times before. I 
deceived those I claimed to love, again. I hid Alcohol 
with ease, or at least my twisted mind thought I did. 
I was good at manipulating people and proud of this. 
Today, I am appalled at the man I was. Dr. Jekyll and 
Mr. Hyde. Steven Butwell: a strange case indeed.

I aired my dirty laundry. My affair with Alcohol was 
now public knowledge. We disclosed the true nature 
of our business days prior to Christmas 2015 to both 
friends and family alike. I decided since Alcohol was 
out of the picture that I would contact an old fling: Vi-
codin. Some were aware of our history but didn’t re-
alize how intense we had gotten. She and I have much 
more a history than I ever let on. In fact, she and I 
concealed our secret so well, no one ever was the 
wiser. We were together nearly every day I could get 
my hands on her. Like Alcohol, Vicodin was causing 
dependency. I would have withdrawals when I wasn’t 
with her, unlike Alcohol, she made my body shake.

A jovial Vicodin was eager to touch my lips again, 
and a month of dissipation ensued. Almost as soon as 
it started, she ran out on me near the end of Jan-
uary 2016. So, I contacted Alcohol again. Little did 

I was KILLING my(
self, and the hearts 

of others. This 
TOXIC 

relationship had 
festered long 

ENOUGH. 
It was time to end 
the sixteen(year 

marathon. 
I was tired of 

running.
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we know, this would be our last four day stretch of 
indecency together. Our reignited romance, more 
intense than before, set off shock waves through 
family and friends. Like a stone being thrown into a 
still pond, the ripples started off small and expanded 
across the scape of my life. I found myself quitting a 
position I had held for four and a half years, ruining 
relationships, causing and shedding tears, sleepless 
nights, threats of violence, and countless moments 
of anxiety to both myself and others. I was killing 
myself, and the hearts of others. This toxic relation-
ship had festered long enough. It was time to end the 
sixteen-year marathon. I was tired of running.

It was time for a change. Sadly, a change I had prom-
ised countless times before. The boy who cried wolf; 
Steven Butwell. Alcohol (and Vicodin), having played 
a divisive, and predominate role (a choice I equally 
made) in severely damaging (but not destroying) my 
witness for Jesus, my marriage, my closeness with 
Jesus, countless personal relationships, numerous 
family relationships, loss of two jobs (one of which I 
was confident was my career), trust, integrity, char-
acter, body, mind, personality, spirit, loss of a beloved 
home I shared with my wife, and much more. In the 
end, loved ones, a beautiful orchestration by Jesus, 
and a willing heart to change is what landed me in 
treatment. The sixteen-year love affair that started 
out small and became a monster was over.   
   

This decision to call it quits was not without conse-
quence. As they say: “Hell hath no fury like a woman 
scorn.” Hell. A hopeless place with descriptions vary-
ing from “an unquenchable fire,” “a place of torment,” 
“a pit, or abyss,” “a gloomy darkness,” and a place 
where there will be “weeping and gnashing of teeth” 
for all eternity. All are true. I relate to the weeping 
and gnashing of teeth; a symptom of my self-inflict-
ed grief.

The moment I made the conscious choice to finally 
put Alcohol out of my life, my own personal hell and 
my road to the cross, and death of self, began. The 
woman scorned unleashed a relentless attack of guilt, 
shame, condemnation, and failure. Once a trusted 
friend, now a tenacious adversary. Alcohol had now 
lifted up her heel against me and brought me to a new 
low by reminding me of all the times I had lied and 
cheated others of knowing the truth. The truth that 
for so long I had hidden this secret love affair.

Leaving Alcohol meant exposing my true hurts and 
fears to myself and to others. I had used her as I had 
used countless others, but in her case, I had used her 
to bury and push away those issues that so desper-
ately needed to be dealt with. The secrets were killing 
me, and simultaneously, I was allowing my love 
affair with Alcohol to kill me. The amount of energy 
spent on covering up the lies was draining. She used 
the words, the actions of friends, co-workers, my 
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marriage (and pending divorce), and family mem-
bers against me in an attempt to lure me back. She 
used my deep hurts against me, my worst fears, my 
actions, and thoughts. The fear of abandonment and 
rejection, all used as tools to chisel away at my very 
soul.

Dumping Vicodin was no different. She attempted 
to offer solace and reminded me that she was right 
around the corner if I wanted to pick her up. Vicodin 
reminded me of how many times she had seemingly 
refueled me with fleeting comfort. I wanted so badly 
to take her up on the offer. So many times before she 
had taken away the hurt and fear, but in reality all 
she did was make it worse and force me to perpetuate 
an even bigger lie, to myself, and to others.

I knew the only way to escape their continual nag-
ging was to surround myself with, openly confess to 
and be brutally vulnerable with people of like mind 
who had experienced similar love affairs. It didn’t 
matter if their affair was with Alcohol, Heroin, Meth, 
Xanax, Marijuana, or Vicodin. All our affairs brought 
us to the same place: treatment. People from all dif-
ferent walks of life, who were spinning themselves 
an intricate web of lies that even if they wanted to 
find the origin of their lies, it would be an effort made 
in vain. Much like them, I myself didn’t necessarily 
know what was true anymore. The only truth I knew 
was that I needed help to break this vicious cycle of 

addiction that had accrued a number of casualties, 
myself included.

In detoxification, Alcohol’s attempts to draw me 
back into the poisonous relationship were relentless. 
Vicodin was shameless. Awful sleepless night of loud 
whispers returned: anxiety over all the loved ones we 
had hurt, withdrawals from their intoxicating effects, 
memories of our escapades. Working together, these 
mistresses of mine reminded me of the countless fail-
ures I had incurred, and taunted me with the question 
“How could you have ended up here?” “You’re not 
an addict, are you?” The constant outpour of shame, 
guilt, and condemnation nearly crippled me. The two 
sporadically taunt me with soft whispers to return to 
their side to this very day.

A healthy relationship with Alcohol is suitable for 
many. A toxic abuse of that relationship is another 
story. I personally abused alcohol and it took a toll 
on my life. This doesn’t mean all people will. Jesus 
doesn’t condemn the use of alcohol (see John 2:1-11, 
1 Timothy 5:23). He does condemn the impairment 
alcohol can and will cause if overly abused — drunk-
enness, debauchery, and the like (see Ephesians 5:18, 
Romans 13:13, Luke 21:34, Galatians 5:19-21, 1 Peter 
4:3, 1 Thessalonians 5:7-8) — all of which I lived and 
experienced. I allowed Alcohol to provide me relief 
from life’s sorrows, temporary relief from my hurts 
and my pains. I drank up her words to bury what I 
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Steven Butwell
Steven is a former atheist who encountered Jesus face to 
face at age 19 in a vision. Since then, Steven has devoted 
his life to serving Jesus in every facet of his life. Steven’s 
other passions include: reading the Bible, writing, travel-

ing, playing Playstation 4 and public speaking.

myself didn’t want to face. I used her (and Vicodin) to 
run from my fears. I have never had a healthy rela-
tionship with either Alcohol or Vicodin.

Jesus died to abolish sinful repetition. God the Father 
desires us to be dependent upon him, and him alone. I 
put Alcohol and Vicodin in the place of God; who gave 
all for me. They were what I drew encouragement 
from. They gave me solace, strength, courage, and 
relief from life’s trials and tribulations. Jesus said; “In 
me you have peace” (John 16:33). I had made Alcohol 
and Vicodin idols, and God loves me too much to leave 
me worshipping false gods. I now place him at the 
forefront of my life, giving him all the praise, glory 
and honor due him.

Alcohol or Vicodin are just things. They have no 
inherent value. Jesus graciously gave them to us to 
be used in a responsible manner, whether enjoying 
a celebration, treating certain ailments, or improving 
our overall health. Drunkenness and abuse are the 
issues: dependance upon them to get you through the 
day. The good news is, we have Christ to lead, guide, 
and give us the strength that has always been ob-
tainable through him and his promises. The strength 
that I relied on Alcohol and Vicodin to provide for so 
many years.

I willingly entered rehabilitation to purge Alcohol and 
Vicodin from my life. I reflect on this daily: the resur-

rection couldn’t happen without the crucifixion. The 
crucifixion was ugly and torturous. It was also neces-
sary. Necessary to offer freedom. Freedom for those 
whom have been held captive for so long in their 
vices, their secret love affairs, their addictions, their 
sin. Jesus set the captives free by becoming a captive 
for us and dying on the cross. Because Jesus lives, I 
can live (John 14:19). Steven needed to die in order to 
live. Jesus told his disciples (as he does today) “If any-
one would come after me, let him deny himself and 
take up his cross and follow me. For whoever would 
save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for 
my sake will find it. For what will it profit a man if he 
gains the whole world and forfeits his soul” (Matthew 
16:24-26)?

Entering treatment was humbling. It meant denying 
myself. Taking up my cross. Following Jesus. Saving 
my life. Finding life. So, what have I got to lose? 
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f you could ask God for one thing and you knew 
that God would give you what you asked for, what 
would you request? If we were honest, we’d likely 

ask for more money, longer lives, or more things, 
right? Or maybe you would ask God for peace on 
earth and goodwill to the humans? Perhaps you’d like 
for your parents to have a new car or house. 

In the Old Testament, God posed this question to one 
of Israel’s kings: Solomon, son of King David. “What 
do you want? Ask, and I will give it to you!” (1 Kings 
3:5). Surprisingly, Solomon asked God for wisdom. 
He said,

“Give me an understanding heart so that I can govern 
your people well and know the difference between 
right and wrong. For who by himself is able to govern 
this great people of yours?” (1 Kings 3:9)

Solomon’s request pleased God (1 Kings 3:10) and also 
led God to bless other areas of Solomon’s life. Since 
Solomon asked for wisdom, God essentially respond-
ed by saying, ‘You have chosen wisely, so I’ll give you 
wisdom and I’ll bless you even more if you continue 
to obey me’ (1 Kings 3:11-14). 

I don’t know about you, but the current state of 
the world makes me think that we need wisdom, 
knowledge, and discernment more than ever. I join 
Solomon’s request that God would give us an under-

standing heart, that he would give us wisdom. After 
all, we need wisdom just to be able to scroll through 
Facebook and Twitter during an election year! Or is 
that just me? 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS OF 
WISDOM AND 
KNOWLEDGE

So what does wisdom and knowledge have to do with 
the subject of our series on spiritual gifts? Great 
question. In one of the lists of spiritual gifts, the 
Apostle Paul writes that the Holy Spirit empowers 
people to have a “word of wisdom” and/or a “word 
of knowledge,” as the King James Version translates 
1 Corinthians 12:8. The English Standard Version 
translates these gifts as “the utterance of wisdom” 
and “the utterance of knowledge.”

But what does being empowered by the Spirit to 
have a “word of wisdom” or a “word of knowledge” 
actually mean? How are we to understand the Apos-
tle Paul’s words here, and if people claim to function 
with these gifts, what should we look for? 

Truth be told, 1 Corinthians 12:8 is the only location 
in the entire Bible where these spiritual gifts are 
mentioned by name. So these two gifts are not like 
the spiritual gifts of prophecy, healing, mercy, or 

I
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The CURRENT state 
of the world makes me 
think that we NEED 

wisdom, knowledge, and 
discernment MORE 

than ever. 

serving. That being said, I don’t think it necessary 
to simply write these two gifts off as being impossi-
ble to understand, or to buy into the idea that Paul is 
ambiguous here. There are basically two ways that 
Christians understand the gift of wisdom and the gift 
of knowledge. 

The first view, what is often called the “supernatural” 
view, understands words of wisdom and knowledge 
to be where the Holy Spirit gives someone special 
“revelation” spontaneously. So, for example, someone 
would have supernatural knowledge about someone 
or a situation that could only be gained from the Holy 
Spirit. 

The second view, which is often described as the 
“ordinary” view, understands these two gifts in the 
sense of people sharing words of wisdom and knowl-
edge that are gained over the course of life. Examples 
of this type of wisdom and knowledge would be pas-
tors gifted to teach the Bible, or the advice of people 
who have been following Jesus for a long time and 
who have had a lot of life experience. 

So one view suggests that these two gifts are su-
pernatural and very similar to the gift of prophecy, 
which one theologian defines as “telling something 
that God has spontaneously brought to mind.” The 
other view understands these gifts in more natural 
terms, shaped by the collective wisdom and knowl-

edge gained through life experience and training. 

Which one is the best option? 

While there are wonderful people who advocate for 
each of these views, women and men who deeply 
love Jesus and who are faithful to the cause of the 
kingdom, I wonder if these two views might be based 
on an unhealthy understanding of what is meant by 
“natural” and “supernatural.” 

NATURAL 
EMPOWERMENTS 

BY THE SPIRIT ARE STILL 
SUPERNATURAL
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Before explaining the view that I believe makes the 
best sense, we need to talk about the words “natural” 
and “supernatural.” To be honest, when discussing 
spiritual gifts, given by the Holy Spirit, I find the ad-
jectives “natural” and “supernatural” very unhelpful. 
Those two words are often used in a way that makes 
both descriptions mutually exclusive. If something 
is natural, it isn’t supernatural. If an experience is 
supernatural, it can’t be natural. At least that’s what 
is commonly assumed. 

But what if we were to understand the experiences 
that come from the Holy Spirit could be both natural 
and supernatural? What if, like the incarnate Jesus, 
we had a vision for a connection between the divine 
and the human? What if we understood spiritual 
gifts more akin to what seems to be found in the 
passages that list  all of the gifts (1 Cor. 7:7; 12:8-10, 
28; Eph. 4:11; Rom. 12:6-8; and 1 Pet. 4:11)? If we take 
the gifts mentioned in those passages, we see that 
some of them fall into the common category of super-
natural, such as gifts of healings, miracles, prophecy, 
and tongues. Yet others seem more natural, such as 
administration, teaching, encouraging, and marriage. 
However, if each of these gifts are given sovereignly 
by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 12:11), isn’t it true that each 
has a supernatural element? And isn’t it just as true 
that just because a spiritual gift develops over the 
course of someone’s lifetime because that is how 
the Holy Spirit chooses to give it, it is still somewhat 

supernatural? 

All this is to suggest that what appears to be “natu-
ral” can be just as “supernatural” if we are using that 
word to describe something that is empowered by 
God. If God helps parents as they raise their children 
and children to honor their parents, those activities 
can be said to be examples of “supernatural” grace 
while being very “natural” activities, right? 

So Christians need to throw out the “supernatural” 
versus “natural” grids because they cause unhealthy 
assumptions about what is powerful or anointed and 
demean just how wonderful it is to know that the 
Holy Spirit can empower us in the natural and mun-
dane. Put simply, the entire Christian life is a super-
natural life because it is rooted in the supernatural 
reality of Jesus’ resurrection. And Jesus’ resurrection 
connects to and informs the mundane activities of 
our lives.

WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE 
THAT IS EMPOWERED BY 

THE SPIRIT

Rather than forcing the spiritual gifts of wisdom and 
knowledge into either the category of miraculous 
or mundane, what if we blended those two cate-
gories together? Furthermore, rather than seeing 
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The gift of wisdom and the gift of knowledge, both 
given by the Holy Spirit, can be MANIFESTED as 

both SPONTANEOUS insights of wisdom(knowledge 
but are likely more often insights learned through the 

PROCESS of training or life experience.

these two gifts as separate manifestations of the Holy 
Spirit, I think New Testament scholar Gordon Fee is 
correct when he states that the gift of wisdom and 
the gift of knowledge “should probably be under-
stood as parallel in some way.” 

Given that the context of 1 Corinthians has Paul 
dealing with a church that, based on their own sense 
of “wisdom,” were rejecting his apostolic authority, it 
makes perfect sense that Paul would discuss “wis-
dom” (the Greek word sophia) and “knowledge” (the 
Greek word gnosis). Paul’s understanding of wisdom 
and knowledge must, therefore, be read in light of 1 
Corinthians 2:6-16 and must consider the fact that 
the Corinthians had come to the place where they 
rejected the Cross of Christ on the grounds of their 
own “wisdom” (see 1 Corinthians 1:18-2:16). In the 
Corinthians eyes, Christ’s death on the Cross was 
“foolish.” 

So it seems to me that if we are to understand the 
Apostle Paul’s meaning for these two gifts, we 
need to understand that they were originally root-
ed in what Gordon Fee describes as a message that 
“proclaims Christ crucified.” This message was 
radically different than the ancient world’s under-

standing of wisdom. In fact, as we read 1 Corinthians, 
we come to see that Paul was concerned that the 
church of Corinth was actually rejecting the founda-
tional message of Christianity. After all, the Apostle 
Paul wrote:
“But we preach Christ crucified, a stumbling block to 
Jews and folly to Gentiles, but to those who are called, 
both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and 
the wisdom of God.” (1 Cor. 1:23-24 ESV) 

So as I understand Paul, the gift of wisdom and the 
gift of knowledge, both given by the Holy Spirit, 
can be manifested as both spontaneous insights of 
wisdom/knowledge but are likely more often insights 
learned through the process of training or life ex-
perience. I think a “both/and” approach may, in fact, 
free the Church to have a better understanding of 
both the dual natural/supernatural nature of spiritu-
al gifts too. Finally, we need to have a high value on 
both those crazy miraculous and unexplainable ex-
pressions of the Holy Spirit while also deeply loving 
the practical and mundane life experiences that de-
velop into the life wisdom that seasoned people offer 
to the Body of Christ because that is just as much an 
expression of the Holy Spirit’s work as the immediate 
and miraculous. 
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SEEKING WISDOM AND 
KNOWLEDGE FROM THE 

SPIRIT

I feel as if it would be pastorally unhelpful and some-
what dangerous to end a discussion on encouraging 
the gifts of wisdom and knowledge to flow in the life 
of the Church without emphasizing the necessary 
accompanying spiritual discipline of discernment. 
As we open up our lives to either express or receive 
these gifts, we need to really think about the im-
portance of weighing and judging and testing these 
messages that the Spirit may be speaking through 
others for us. 

So how do we do that? Great question! First, I think 
we need to ask how the “wisdom/knowledge” lines 
up with Scripture. Does it conflict with the Bible, or 
is it confirmed by what we read in God’s Word? If it 
contradicts what we read in Scripture, it’s not wis-
dom or knowledge from God! Second, we need to 
include the people we trust to help us discern. Those 
people can be pastors, people in our small group, or 
anyone we trust and know loves Jesus. Third, what 
does the historic church have to say? Are there 
resources from church leaders, theologians, and bib-
lical scholars that might have something to say about 
what you have been told? 

If we are seeking wisdom and knowledge from the 
Holy Spirit, we must be willing to receive those man-
ifestations of the Spirit by way of the spiritual gifts 
that he gives. But this should never be a blind accep-
tance because we are called to discern the truth from 
deception (or just plain bad advice).  

This matters because, like you, I have had a lot of 
complex challenges in my life. Whether those chal-
lenges have been related to people and relationships I 
have or situations I have found myself in, I have often 
found myself asking the Lord for wisdom and knowl-
edge as he guides me. These spiritual gifts, which are 
deeply connected, are ways in which God answers 
that prayer that so many of us pray. 

We need gifts of wisdom and gifts of knowledge and 
from whom better to receive those gifts that from 
God himself? I think there’s wisdom in that idea.

Luke Geraty
Luke Geraty is a young budding pastor-theologian interested 
in ecclesiology, missional theology, and coffee. After serving 
as the lead pastor for a Vineyard church in Northern WI, 
Luke transitioned as the lead pastor of a Vineyard church in 
Red Bluff, CA. Husband of one, father of five, and deeply 
committed to king Jesus and his kingdom, Luke contributes 
regularly to blog SpiritChurchMission.com as well as Think-
Theology.org and MultiplyVineyard.org. You can also fol-

low him on Twitter (@lgeraty).
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atthew 6:9-10 NIV, “This, then, is how you 
should pray: ‘Our Father in heaven, hallowed 
be your name, your kingdom come, your will 

be done, on earth as it is in heaven.’”
 
This is Jesus’s first example when asked how we 
should pray. Let’s use this as our guide as we ex-
plore what it means to be “kingdom minded.” Jesus is 
explaining to us that in our prayers we should desire 
for God’s kingdom to come to earth as it is in heaven. 
Many Christians define God’s kingdom as the rule 
and reign of God in our hearts and lives. This is true, 
but it means so much more. What would it mean for 
God’s kingdom to come to earth? What would it look 
like? How would we experience it? Since Jesus in-
structs us to pray in this way, then our desire should 
be for Jesus to bring the reality of his world into this 
one: when that is our focus, then we become “king-
dom minded.”
 
One of Jesus’s goals in coming to earth was to 
demonstrate what the kingdom of God is like. After 
all, Jesus said multiple times that he only does what 
he sees God the Father do (John 5:19). Therefore, God 
the Father, who was showing and telling Jesus what 
to do, had already established the right way to op-
erate. We were separated from God’s kingdom after 
humanity first sinned and through Jesus we have 
access to God’s kingdom once again. If our minds 
are on the kingdom of God, then our minds will also 

be on Jesus. As we shall see, Jesus demonstrated the 
kingdom of God through various parables, meta-
phors, words, and deeds. 
 

LOOKING INTO 
THE KINGDOM

 
What is the kingdom of God? One of dictionary.com’s 
definitions of “kingdom” is: the domain over which 
the spiritual sovereignty of God or Christ extends, 
whether in heaven or on earth. God’s kingdom is 
always present in heaven (God’s current dwelling 
place), but God’s kingdom came to earth through Je-
sus, and stayed behind through the followers of Jesus 
gifted with the Holy Spirit. The kingdom of God is the 
realm of God’s dominion or domain.
 
What does the kingdom of God look like? To under-
stand what the kingdom looks like and how it oper-
ates, we need to look to the life of Jesus. What we see 
modeled in his life gives us an accurate perspective 
of how the kingdom of God operates and what our 
mindset should be as Christ followers. How did he 
handle sickness and disease? He brought healing 
and restoration. How did Jesus treat the storm that 
threatened him and his disciples in Mark 4:35-41? 
Did he bless the storm and say he was pleased with 
it and or that it was ordained by God? No, he spoke 
“peace, be still” and the wind and waves obeyed him. 
How did Jesus approach those who were oppressed 

M
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by the devil? When Jesus delivered people from 
demonic oppression, he said, “the kingdom has come 
upon you.” In all of these examples, we see Jesus’ 
world/kingdom collide with ours. God’s reality is 
always greater and better than that of this world. The 
kingdom of God is present everywhere that the King 
of the kingdom is present. It is accessible by faith in 
Jesus. When Jesus becomes the center of our life, the 
kingdom of God takes up residence too. The charac-
teristics of the kingdom are the creativity, righteous-
ness, magnificence, and flawless character of God: 
all that is good and perfect. What exists in the king-
dom? Justice, love, righteousness, peace, joy (Romans 
14:17), health, wholeness, unity, family, provision, 
kindness…everything that God is and everything God 
does. The kingdom of God addresses every aspect 
of life, from personal families to global poverty. The 
kingdom of God is what Jesus preached and demon-
strated in his life.
 
Jesus tells multiple parables in Matthew 13 about 
what the kingdom of God looks like. He compares it 
to a farmer sowing good seed, a mustard seed, yeast, 
hidden treasure in a field, a merchant looking for fine 
pearls, or a net being cast into a lake to catch fish. 
Does this clear up a picture of the kingdom of God for 
us? Most likely not, though reading Jesus’ explana-
tion of those parables certainly helps. 

In the future, the kingdom of God will no longer have 

 4
The kingdom of God ad(
dresses every aspect of 

life, from personal 
families to global 

poverty. The kingdom 
of God is what Jesus 

preached and 
demonstrated in 

his life.
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to be a reality that we pray for, but it will be where 
we live continuously. In Revelation 21 it says that 
eventually God’s dwelling place in heaven and our 
dwelling place on earth will merge and be made new. 
Believers will be eternally present in God’s kingdom 
because God will dwell with us and we will dwell with 
God without the barriers of sin or Satan. Revelation 
21 also gives us an illustration of what it will look like: 
describing angels, the absence of pain, suffering and 
tears, gates and walls around the new city of Jerusa-
lem, a city of gold filled with the glory of God. 

But until then, we must desire for God’s kingdom 
to dwell on earth through his people and that God 
would have the authority, glory, and worship God 
deserves now and not just later. Having these desires 
is one way we can be “kingdom minded” and one of 
the chief ways to gain that desire is to pray for God’s 
kingdom to come “on earth as it is in heaven.”

INGREDIENTS OF BEING 
KINGDOM MINDED

 
Displaying Humility and Teachability

Let’s look at some aspects of what it means to be 
kingdom minded. Mark 10:13-16 says, “They were 
bringing children to him that he might touch them, 
and the disciples rebuked them. But when Jesus 
saw it, he was indignant and said to them, ‘Let the 

children come to me; do not hinder them, for to such 
belongs the kingdom of God. Truly, I say to you, who-
ever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child 
shall not enter it.’ And he took them in his arms and 
blessed them, laying his hands on them.”

What is Jesus trying to teach us here? First: part 
of being kingdom minded is to have the trust and 
teachability of a child. We need to humble ourselves 
and acknowledge that God’s ways are better than our 
own. We need to be open for Jesus to teach us and 
show us a better way. Second: Jesus is trying to teach 
his disciples that being kingdom minded is as much 
about fully trusting him as it is about showing com-
passion and love to all in his name. 

Being Born Again

In John 3:3 Jesus declares, “Truly, truly, I say to you, 
unless one is born again he cannot see the kingdom 
of God.” This demonstrates a very clear line that it 
is only through Jesus that we can have access to 
the kingdom of God. The Apostle Peter expands on 
what it means to be born again in 1 Peter 1:3-5 AMP, 
“Blessed [gratefully praised and adored] be the God 
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according 
to his abundant and boundless mercy has caused us 
to be born again [that is, to be reborn from above—
spiritually transformed, renewed, and set apart for 
his purpose] to an ever-living hope and confident 
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assurance through the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
from the dead, [born anew] into an inheritance which 
is imperishable [beyond the reach of change] and 
undefiled and unfading, reserved in heaven for you, 
who are being protected and shielded by the power of 
God through your faith for salvation that is ready to 
be revealed [for you] in the last time.”
 

Having The Proper Priority

“Do not be anxious, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or 
‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall we wear?’ For 
the Gentiles seek after all these things, and your 
heavenly Father knows that you need them all. But 
seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, 
and all these things will be added to you,” says Jesus 
in Matthew 6:31-33 ESV.

What is Jesus saying here? Part of being kingdom 
minded is to place God first in all that we do. Being 
kingdom minded is determining in our hearts that 
God comes first before anything else, before our 
spouse, our children, our friends, or family. If you’re 
like me and tried to button up a dress shirt and found 
that you accidentally got the buttons in the wrong 
hole, everything’s off-kilter; the shirt is unbalanced 
and crazy looking. But if you start with the top but-
ton, every button follows in the right hole; the shirt is 
in order and in balance. God is like our top button, if 
you will. If we place him first in our lives, everything 

else will be in balance and in order, because God is 
placed first, and it’s in this place that his kingdom can 
flourish in our own lives. The more we line up our 
thinking with God’s kingdom, the more we’re able to 
see and experience that reality on the earth.

Living In The Now and Not Yet
 
Jesus states at the beginning of his ministry in Mark 
1:15 ESV, “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of 
God is at hand; repent and believe in the gospel.” 
Being kingdom minded is about understanding how 
God wants to operate now, and also what God has 
established to come later. By pursuing in prayer for 
God’s kingdom on earth, we can hope to learn more 
about what it means to be Christ’s image bearers 
(Genesis 1:26) and see more of God’s perfect wisdom. 
By seeking God’s will to be done in all we say and do 
we become kingdom minded.

Nicholas Sowell
Nicholas has been involved in full time ministry since age 
16. He has served as a lay minister, youth pastor, Christian 
radio DJ, Christian music production company owner, surf 
missionary, and now young adults pastor. Nicholas has used 
his love for writing to inspire, educate, and most important-
ly: further the kingdom of God. Now married and living in 

Austin, Texas.
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Dear God,
Thank you for the opportunity to read the stories 

of what you are doing in the lives of others. I 
desire to know you more and find my purpose and 

identity in you. I want to take my first steps by 
simply coming to you and asking you to forgive 

me for all the things that have kept me from you. 
Jesus, I recognize that my sins are forgiven 

because you cleared all my wrongs on the cross. 
May you cleanse me and make me new.  Holy 
Spirit, guide me in all truth and give me the 

strength to follow in your ways.

In Jesus’ name, Amen
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